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Abstract 
Keywords: Flexible pressure map sensor, MEMS, patient specific instrumentation, Total 
Ankle Replacement, orthopedic sensing technology, contact mechanics, finite element 
analysis.    
For several decades, research has been conducted for Total Ankle Replacement (TAR) to be 
established as the optimal surgical treatment for diseased or degenerative ankle joints. Few 
reports exist regarding patient specific instrumentation for TAR and to the author knowledge, 
there is no work related to sensing technology designed for patient specific instrumentation 
in Total Ankle Replacement. This research analyses how piezoelectric, patient specific 
instrumentation and micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) technologies can be 
combined to design a thin flexible pressure map sensor for Total Ankle Replacement 
application. More specifically, the sensor design claims to provide information on how the 
patient specific instrument fits onto the bone surface when performing a Total Ankle 
Replacement. Finite Element Analysis is used (FEA) to verify design calculations and 
afterwards, fabrication and assembly of the sensor are followed. A custom made data 
acquisition system was designed and built to read the output of the sensor. Prototype 
successful implementation was achieved through experimental setup, where several test 
cases scenarios were recorded. In particular, sensor voltage output data ranges from 
approximately 128 mV to 310 mV, translated in mechanical deformation from 
approximately 59 MPa to 161 MPa, while theoretical mechanical deformation ranged from 
50 MPa to 150 MPa according to calculations and FEA results.    
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CHAPTER 1 
Thesis Overview  
1.1 Introduction 
1.2 Objectives 
1.3 Thesis Structure 
1.1 Introduction 
 
It has been a long way for a technology such as the Total Ankle Replacement (TAR) to take 
a leading role when addressing the arthritic ankle. Currently, third generation ankle implants 
are exhibiting more reliable results compared to the ones used in the early 1970’s. This 
scenario is setting a new expectation for the outcomes of this procedures and the overall 
patient acceptance. In addition, sensing technology has remained unexplored for this kind of 
applications, and using MEMS approach to design and overcome such specific problem as 
evaluating how a “patient-custom made instrument” fits onto the patient actual bone surface, 
provides a somewhat unique value to this work, which consists on the implementation of a 
25x17 piezoelectric sensor array for measuring the change in contact pressure between two 
different objects and is intended for Total Ankle Replacement (TAR) applications.   Patient 
specific instrumentation (PSI) holds a great potential for Total Ankle Replacement, 
particularly in terms of procedure outcome and operative room time reduction. However, to 
our knowledge there is no published research related to mapping the pressure contact between 
the instrumentation and the bone interface, to assist the surgeon in ensuring the instrument is 
placed in the correct location as indicated and designed in the pre-operative navigation report.  
The idea of having a very thin layer of a flexible sensor that can read the contact pressure 
exerted by the patient-specific instrumentation once it is pressed against the bone surface, is 
found to be particularly helpful for evaluating whether the instrument is placed correctly prior 
to the initial drilling of the bone at the beginning of a TAR procedure. This would help to 
overcome the uncertainty of the placement of the patient-specific instrument. 
 
 
 
1.2 Objectives 
 
In terms of the general objective, this thesis works claims to design, build and test, a flexible 
and surface adjustable pressure sensor based on Micro Electromechanical Systems (MEMS) 
methodologies, fabrication and modeling techniques. The sensor scope is to be provide the 
pressure map of the contact surface area from the application of patient specific 
instrumentation for Total Ankle Replacement. 
1.3 This thesis is structured as follows: 
Chapter 1: presents a brief introductory chapter intended to provide an overview to the 
approach taken by the author. 
Chapter 2: summarizes the state-of-the-art. A literature analysis is conducted to understand 
each section of the thesis structure: starting with a review of the surgical procedure for total 
ankle replacement, its background, challenges, drawbacks and evolution. Later, a patient 
specific or custom made instrumentation analysis for total joint replacement, where different 
approaches are brought to discussion in regard whether there is a true advantage of using this 
kind of instrumentation or not. Included in this same chapter, an overview of the sensor 
technology developed for orthopedic procedures is presented, which is followed by the 
problem description being addressed by this thesis work. Finally in this chapter, contact 
mechanics and piezoelectricity foundations are discussed to provide background of the theory 
applied in this thesis.  
Chapter 3: is intended to establish a baseline for the sensor design and to provide evidence 
of experimental data involved in the application development. A key milestone is described 
in this chapter, as it refers to the sensor geometry, dimensions, material selection and final 
layer configuration. A second milestone shown in this chapter is the results of the Finite 
Element Analysis simulation carried out to understand the nature of the contact interaction, 
and the behavior of a thin piezoelectric film being forced to adopt a highly irregular surface 
when pressed in between two different objects. 
Chapter 4: it describes the data acquisition system designed for this particular application and 
the general results obtained. It compiles measurement data, as well as the analysis, 
assumptions and potential explanations to the issues encountered during the development of 
this sensing system.  
Chapter 5: presents the conclusions and further future work. Additional information can also 
be found in the annexes.        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER 2 
Literature Review 
2.1 Background  
2.2 Historical use of Sensing technology in Total Joint Replacement 
2.3 Problem Description   
2.4 Contact Mechanics Foundations 
2.5 Piezo Electricity Foundations 
2.1 Background 
In December of 2012, a global study on the burden of diseases and the corresponding 
worldwide impact, found musculoskeletal disorders affect more than 1.7 billion people 
worldwide, being the 2nd greatest cause of disability [1] as they decrease quality of life, social 
functioning and mental health [2]. The point prevalence of physical disability was estimated 
at 4-5 percent of the adult population of Canada, the United States and Western Europe [3]. 
During 2010-2012, an estimated of 52.5 million of adults in the United States (22.7%) 
reported doctor-diagnosed arthritis, increasing at an approximate rate of 0.87 million adults 
per year. These numbers are fairly consistent with a projected number of 67 million of adults 
that will be diagnosed with arthritis by 2030 [1].  
From the data mentioned above, it can be noticed that the impact of musculoskeletal disorders 
has two large components: the symptoms strongly increase over time while decreasing a 
person’s quality of life. As a result of these conditions, arthroplasty (also known as joint 
replacement procedures) have been widely investigated for different joints, providing 
successful and reliable clinical results for total joint replacements such as knee, hip and 
shoulder [4]. In particular, joint replacement has been considered for treatment of ankle joint 
diseases since the early 1970s [5, 6]. The results, however, were not acceptable, mainly 
because the designers and surgeons failed to reproduce the normal mechanics of the ankle 
joint, to provide implant stability (due to the inability to adequately restore ligament function) 
and to involve the subtalar joint in the ankle analysis [6]. These results did not improve in 
the following decade, which lead to ankle arthrodesis (also known as fusing or fixing a joint 
together) becoming the preferred surgical treatment option for patients with severe ankle joint 
diseases [7]. However, the drawbacks of arthrodesis such as nonunion, degenerative changes 
to surrounding joints, potential risk of infection and loss of mobility, helped to create a 
renewed interest in the total ankle replacement option (TAR). In addition, improvements in 
the bio-mechanical design of prostheses created a higher satisfaction level in the 1990s [8], 
Unfortunately, the results observed during this time were still not as successful as those 
obtained for knees and hips, mostly because of the remaining poor understanding of ankle 
joint kinematics [9]. It wasn’t until after the year 2000 that several reports started to 
demonstrate, through mid and long term studies, better results in total ankle replacement 
(TAR) [10].  
Despite the significant improvements that have been made in total ankle prosthesis design 
over the last two decades, the success of total ankle replacement has been highly dependent 
on the alignment methods and surgical technique [10-13]. Moreover, one of the key factors 
for TAR to be successful is component longevity, which is a major constraint as the mean 
age for candidates is estimated at 55 years old [6]; especially when compared to total knee 
reconstruction which have a mean age of 68 years old for patients who undergo this procedure 
[14]. This situation establishes an additional challenge for total ankle replacement to succeed; 
nonetheless, it has been demonstrated for knee reconstruction that the implant longevity is 
related to accurate component alignment [15]. Conversely to knee and hip joints, ankles have 
a smaller contact area and articulating surfaces: loads in the ankle can reach values as high 
as 500% the body weight (BW) during the stance phase of walking [11]. Thus, it is vital to 
understand the challenges that ankle implants have to overcome in order to obtain the clinical 
acceptance that knees and hips implants have obtained, while different technological 
approaches such as preoperative navigation systems and novel sensing methods are ways to 
improve the outcomes of total ankle arthroplasty. 
In terms of preoperative navigation systems, the goal is to create customized and disposable 
blocks or tools unique to each individual anatomy, intended to increase accuracy of bone 
preparation and decrease the number of misaligned components [16]. Designing and building 
individual blocks is also known as patient specific instrumentation (PSI).    
The concept of these instruments was first introduced in total knee replacement systems [17]. 
Some of the potential benefits of these devices include reduced blood loss, no need to invade 
the intramedullary canal, reduced operation time, reduced time under anesthesia, and very 
importantly, the ability for the surgeon to plan the best-fit alignment options for a patient 
prior to surgery day [17, 18].  When using patient specific instrumentation for ankle 
arthroplasty, there is an extra benefit not mentioned above: a reduction in reliance on 
intraoperative fluoroscopy, except as needed to verify the pre-operative plan is being 
followed appropriately [18]. In addition, these patient anatomy based instruments provide 
accurate bone resections, which is often difficult to achieve with conventional 
instrumentation [2]. Noble et al demonstrated [19], significant reduction in the number of 
instruments used during the procedure, duration of the hospital stay, and skin-to-skin time of 
operation, for a cohort of 29 patients who underwent total knee replacements. In addition, no 
adverse or complicated events were reported as instrument-related for several surgeries [20, 
21].  
Chareancholvanich et al published no significant difference when compared to conventional 
instrumentation methods, regarding blood loss, skin incision (length), bone cutting time, 
operative time, and length of stay in days [22]. These results were obtained from a 
randomized group of 80 patients for total knee reconstruction: 40 subjects underwent the 
procedure with the regular instrumentation, while the rest underwent with patient specific 
cutting guides (PSCG). In addition, the primary outcome of the study was to determine 
mechanical axis deviation in the coronal plane from both techniques. However, no 
statistically significance differences were observed after the implantation [22].  
Additional incongruences regarding the outcome provided by conventional instrumentation 
surgery compared to patient specific surgery instrumentation for knee replacements are 
shown in the literature [2, 19, 20, 22-26]. For instance, there are clinical reports  that indicate 
no significant differences between patients who went under total knee replacement using 
either conventional instrumentation (CON) or patient specific instrumentation (PSI) [16,19, 
27-29]. Marimuthu et al conducted [28] a retrospective analysis of 300 patients who 
underwent total knee replacement between February 2012 and June 2013 using the 
LEGION® total knee Prosthesis (Smith and Nephew, Memphis, Tennessee); 185 patients 
underwent with conventional instrumentation and 115 with patient specific guides or 
instruments from the VISIONARETM(Smith and Nephew, Memphis, Tennessee). The results 
for the coronal alignment were based in the hip-knee angle (HKA), femoral coronal 
alignment and tibial coronal alignment [28]. The postoperative limb showed no statically 
significant difference between the two groups (CON and PSI) in terms of the proportion of 
outliers, which values were set at 2° and 3° as cut-off limits. 80.5% of the subjects who went 
with the conventional instrumentation procedure had a femoral coronal alignment within 2° 
of neutral (90°), while 81.6% had the same result for the PSI group. Regarding tibial coronal 
alignment, 89.7% of the patients for the CON group had the results within the 2° of neutral, 
compared with the 89.6% for the PSI group. For the sagittal alignment and the component 
rotation, no statically significant difference was observed. Barret et al performed a study in 
which 66 TKAs with PSI were compared to 86 conventional TKAs and 81 based on 
computed assisted surgery (CAS) technology [23]. The study was performed between 
October 2009 and December 2010, using the TruMatch® Personalized Solutions (DePuy 
Synthes, Warsaw, Indiana) system with the P.F.C® Total Knee System (DePuy Synthes, 
Warsaw, Indiana). 81.3% of the PSI knees were reported within the 3° of the planned 
mechanical alignment (in the coronal plane), compared to 82.5% for CAS and 77.4% for 
conventional instrumentation [23]. This system is shown in Figure 2.1.1. When using 3° as 
the cut-off value, there was no statically difference between the three scenarios. Figure 2.1.1 
shows partial information contained in the preoperative navigation plan for the TruMatch® 
system.  
 
Figure 2.1.1. An extract of the preoperative navigation plan based on the CT scan images as part TruMatch® 
Personalized Solutions from DePuy Synthes (Warsaw, Indiana). [23] 
 
In 2012, Ng et al [26] conducted a large retrospective analysis comparing the results from 
569 TKAs using patient specific positioning guides (PSPG), with 155 surgeries performed 
with conventional methods. The navigation used was the SIGNATURETM Personalized 
Patient care system (Biomet Inc, Warsaw, Indiana), shown in Figure 2.1.2.  
 
 
Figure 2.1.2.  Patient specific cutting guides for the SIGNATURETM Personalized Patient Care System. (a) 
Femoral block and, (b) tibial block. Adapted from [26]. 
 
The results were based in different parameters [26]; they reported that the overall mechanical 
axis (OMA) passing through the central third of the knee was observed in 88 % of the patients 
who underwent with the PSPG group, while in 78% for patients with the conventional or 
manual instrumentation group; the hip-knee-ankle angle were similar in both technologies, 
however the number of outliers (outside ± 3°) were significantly fewer for the PSPG, 9% 
compared with 22% for the conventional procedure. In general, this work establishes 
considerably better outcomes when using patient specific guides, compared not only to 
manual instrumentation but to computer assisted navigation as well. An interesting study 
compares the results achieved by customized patient instrumentation knee surgery, against 
conventional or manual methods, and also against the preoperative plan created as part of the 
navigation system [24]. From this report, 50 patients were evaluated: 25 consecutive patients 
underwent TKA with the preoperative TruMatch® navigation system (Depuy, Warsaw, 
Indiana), which included a preoperative plan to establish an ideal component alignment based 
on predefined surgeon preferences [24], while the other 25 went under the conventional 
technique. A portion of this final preoperative navigation plan is also shown in Figure 2.1.1. 
As for the conventional group, the target ideal alignment was defined as 90° from both, the 
coronal and sagittal planes. In the customized instrumentation group (CIG), the absolute 
difference of the femoral alignment was 0.67° in the coronal plane and 1.2° in the sagittal 
plane, while the average magnitude of angular deviation of the tibial alignment was 0.9° in 
the coronal plane and 1.3° in the sagittal plane. The differences found for traditional 
instrumentation were 1.5° and 2.3° for the femoral coronal and sagittal alignment, 
respectively, and 1.8° for the tibial coronal alignment. The statistical differences were 
significant only for the femoral alignment; procedures performed within CIG demonstrated 
more accurate results than the traditional instrumentation group. An additional study of 32 
TKAs using PSI® ZIMMER demonstrates good clinical results for all cases. Prior to knee 
reconstruction surgery, a preoperative plan is created and then approved by the surgeon 
before the unique patient guides are manufactured [17]. The reported results claim joint 
stability in all cases with a minimum range of motion (ROM) of 90° and correct mechanical 
alignment with the hip-knee-ankle line passing through the central third of the knee in all 
cases.    
Nuntley et al [16] evaluated 150 patients who had a primary TKA, establishing three cohorts 
(50 subjects each) for further comparison. In group 1 conventional or traditional 
instrumentation was used, in group 2 the SIGNATURETM system (Biomet, Inc, Warsaw, 
Indiana) was used for a mechanical restoration approach [30], while group 3 the patient-
specific OtisMedTM (OtisMedTM Corp, Alameda, California) system was used for a kinematic 
approach [31]. The results of groups 1 and 2 are similar with more varus1 outliers than group 
3, which had more valgus outliers than either group 1 or 2. Therefore, the authors claimed 
that additional studies are needed to determine whether patient-specific instrumentation 
improves clinical functions and overall alignment outcomes [16, 30 and 31]. Stronach et al 
[32] show data for a consecutive series of 58 knee replacements assisted with PSI compared 
to a historical group of 62 consecutive primary TKAs performed with conventional 
instrumentation. The authors found no statistically significant difference in component 
alignment for femoral flexion, femoral and tibial varus/valgus angles, mechanical alignment 
or posterior tibia slope. They concluded that TKA assisted by customized instrumentation 
did not improve the overall outcome of the procedure. In particular, they found that the 
average tourniquet time in the PSI group was 58.8 minutes, while the regular surgery group 
had an average tourniquet time of 57.0 minutes; the average volume of blood lost was also 
very similar: 114 ml in the regular group and 111 ml in the assisted by PSI group. 
DeHaan et al [33], reviewed 356 TKAs between July 2008 and April 2013; 306 of these 
surgeries were assisted by patient specific guides, while 50 patients received a traditional 
surgery. The aim of the study was to evaluate whether or not customized instrumentation 
leads to decreased perioperative morbidity when compared to standard procedure; they also 
evaluated the technology cost and the sizing accuracy of the predicted pre-operative plans.  
The authors reported a reduction of 20.4 minutes when assisting the surgery with unique 
                                                 
1 Varus and valgus concepts refer to the frontal plane or coronal alignment of the lower limbs structure, is the inward or outward 
orientation of the lower limb [31] 
instruments; in addition, the predicted femoral sizes were correct in 74.3% of the cases, and 
90.4% for the tibial component [33]. However, there is one important limitation to this study: 
the experiment is not randomized and the group of customized guides is nearly five times the 
number of patients in the traditional procedure group.    
In contrast, a randomized study was conducted by Hamilton et al [34] with 52 patients equally 
distributed between a conventional surgery group and a patient specific instrumented surgery 
group. In this case, the average total surgical time was not shortened by the use of unique 
patient instruments, with an average surgery completion time of 61.8 minutes, while the 
conventional method group completed the surgery in an average of 57.4 minutes. In addition, 
no significant differences with respect to mechanical alignment, measured radiographically, 
were also reported, but the patient specific technique did reduce the number of instruments 
used in surgery [34]. Ivie et al [35] concluded that the outcomes of patient specific total knee 
replacements were generally improved when compared to the results from a typical knee 
replacement surgery. This study was conducted for a cohort of 100 patients who underwent 
TKA surgery with patient matched instrumentation (PMI), and compared with a group of 100 
patients who had already received conventional surgery by the same orthopedic surgeon. 
Results demonstrated that the improvement obtained by the PMI group in the varus-valgus 
alignment for the femoral component was 1.5 times more likely to be within the ±3° of 
deviation from the neutral axis of the component; similar results for the mechanical axis 
alignment measurements indicate that PSI TKAs were 1.8 times more likely to be within the 
±3° of the desired deviation from the neutral mechanical axis. Figure 2.1.3 provides evidence 
of the results observed.  
 
Figure 2.1.3. Standing coronal radiographs after total knee replacement was conducted assisted by patient 
specific instrumentation. (A) Measurement of the limb mechanical axis, (B) measurement of the femoral 
component (FFC) and the frontal tibial component (FTC) to determine varus/valgus alignment [35] 
 Although the results reported in several studies have been inconsistent, utilization of patient 
specific instrumentation is estimated to have become 1.5 times more common, as reported 
between 2011 and 2012. Approximately 82 556 total knee replacement surgeries were 
performed in 2012 using devices from seven orthopedic implant manufacturers and their 
patient specific instrumentation [2], however, no proven clinical benefit and minimal 
literature are yet available [34]. Table I shows a comparison between six manufacturers in 
2011 and 2012. 
 NUMBERS IN VOLUME OF TOTAL KNEE REPLACEMENT ASSISTED WITH PATIENT SPECIFIC 
INSTRUMENTATION. CASES FROM 2011 AND 2012, ADAPTED FROM [36] 
Company name (alphabetical order) PSI TKA Global 2011 PSI TKA Global 2012 
Biomet 11 192 22 506 
DePuy – Synthes 6 000 16 000 
Medacta 4 600 6 200 
Smith & Nephew 19 500 22 000 
Wright Medical 1 600 2 000 
Zimmer 9 800 13 850 
 
Summarizing the incongruences mentioned above from different studies, it is generally 
accepted that the use of patient specific instrumentation can potentially improve total knee 
replacement outcomes in the future; not just in terms of component alignment but also from 
a cost savings and reduced surgery time standpoint, which eventually could represent savings 
to hospitals [2, 33] and therefore patients.  Finally, it is important to compare conventional 
techniques with different computer assisted methods other than patient specific 
instrumentation and evaluate the results. More specifically, table II presents an overview of 
the results reported when conventional TKA and computer assisted surgeries were compared 
in several studies between 2000 and 2011 [26]. However, it must be noted that the purpose 
is not to compare the results from general computer assisted navigation (CAN) methods and 
patient specific instrumentation, as is considered out of the scope of the present work. 
Comprehensive studies related to different techniques in computer assisted orthopedic 
surgery can be found in the literature [20, 37].   
 
 
 CORONAL ALIGNMENT OUTLIERS OF PARTIAL REPORTED OUTCOMES IN CONVENTIONAL AND 
COMPUTER ASSISTED TOTAL KNEE REPLACEMENT SURGERIES. FOR FURTHER REFERENCE OF THE STUDIES 
PRESENTED BELOW [26]. 
Year Number 
of studies 
Number of 
navigated 
TKAs 
Navigated 
outliers > 
±3° 
Percentage of 
navigated 
outliers 
Number of 
standard 
TKAs 
Standard 
outliers > 
±3° 
Percentage 
of standard 
outliers 
2000 1 15 0 0.0 15 5 33.3 
2001 2 55 9 16.4 55 15 54.0 
2003 2 132 0 0.0 133 21 15.8 
2004 7 333 16 4.8 334 86 25.8 
2005 10 743 81 11.0 865 313 36.2 
2006 3 199 65 32.7 166 77 46.3 
2007 8 682 74 10.8 580 142 24.5 
2008 11 985 79 8.0 1022 240 23.5 
2009 5 305 34 11.3 304 75 24.7 
2010 2 100 7 7.0 96 37 38.5 
2011 3 133 13 9.8 97 27 27.8 
 
Conversely to total knee replacement, ankle arthroplasty has not been fully supported by 
computer assisted techniques such as pre-operative navigation systems and patient specific 
guides design. To date, only a few reports exist regarding the use of patient specific 
instrumentation in the Total Ankle Replacement [18, 38]. In more detail, the work from 
Berlet et al [18] reports a novel method to validate the use of a navigation system for total 
ankle replacement. As shown in Figure 2.1.4, the aim is to evaluate repeatability of the tibia 
and talus alignment guide placement and deviation from the preoperative navigation plan. 
They reported mean variations less than 3° for each degree of freedom (DOF) for the tibia 
and talus alignment blocks. 
 
 
Figure 2.1.4.  PROPCHECY® INBONE® tibia and talus alignment guides onto the bone model surface (a) 
and cadaveric testing of each instrument placement, tibia (b) and talus (c). Adapted from [10] 
 
The largest variation reported in the tibia alignment guide was the internal/external rotation 
(transverse plane), which was still less than 1°; the medial/lateral translation (frontal plane) 
represented the largest error for the talus guide placement (less than 1 mm). The mean 
variation between the preoperative navigation report and the final position of the implants, 
INBONE® Total Ankle System (Wright Medical Technology, Arlington, Tennessee) was 
reported to be less than ±3° [18]. 
2.2 Historical Use of Sensing Technology in Total Joint Replacement 
In vivo data from orthopedic applications of sensor technology was first documented in the 
1960s when forces, pressure and temperature were recorded for instrumented femoral head 
implants and for instrumental correction of scoliosis [39, 40]. These sensing systems have 
shown a remarkable evolution from the early days of strain gauges connected through 
percutaneous leads into today’s wireless systems with telemetry and powered passively [41]. 
Figure 2.2.1 depicts the evolution of “smart” or instrumented implants.  
 
 
Figure 2.2.1.  Smart implant evolution illustration. Adapted from [41] 
 
Although smart implants have been used exclusively as research tools [41, 42] they have 
provided critical data, improving implant design and characterizing in vivo physical 
environment. It is well known that stresses and strains are major factors influencing bone 
growth, remodeling and repair of the musculoskeletal tissues [42]. More importantly, sensing 
technology applied to biomechanics has been critical to gain insight into the complex 
structures of bones and joints; thus, it has made possible a better understanding of the 
mechanical interactions between bones, cartilage, ligaments, muscles and tendons [43-54]. 
In more recent work, additional benefits for instrumented implants have been mentioned, 
such as identify implant misalignment, implant loosening, and component wear [54]. 
Moreover, the authors mention another potential use of the instrumented knee, which is soft 
tissue balancing assistance during implantation surgery. They claim that an instrumented 
tibial tray can provide direct feedback to the surgeon as to whether the knee is properly 
balanced or not [49]. In addition, Almouahed et al [55] mentions the importance of collateral 
ligament balancing to ensure an even load distribution in the two compartments of the tibio-
femoral joint.   
Westerhoff et al [56] developed an instrumented shoulder joint implant based on the Bio-
Modular® Shoulder System (Biomet Inc. Warsaw, Indiana). The aim of the work was to 
measure contact forces and moments acting in the glenohumeral joint. They reported loads 
of approximately 40% body weight (BW) in an abduction motion of 45°, one week after 
surgery. They also claimed that the results were similar to previous mathematical studies. 
Another study was conducted by Bergmann et al [57] to gain precise knowledge of in vivo 
loads in the shoulder joint. The instrumented shoulder prosthesis was equipped with 9-
channel telemetry system, 6 strain gauges and an inductive power supply. They reported the 
highest peak load in one patient positioned in forward flexion (>90°) and 2 kg extra weight, 
and it reached 238% BW. Figure 2.2.3 depicts the novel instrumented shoulder prosthesis 
implanted in 6 patients. 
As previously discussed, the knee joint is one of the most important joints in the 
musculoskeletal system and is one of the most analyzed and studied mechanisms [58]. 
Several studies have been conducted to measure in vivo loads in the knee joint [46-49, 55, 
57-61].  Kutzner et al [54], reported average in vivo peak loads of 356% body weight (BW) 
during stair descent as the highest load condition for the knee joint. These results were 
obtained by using an instrumented knee implant on 5 subjects. The overall results for the 
resultant tibio-femoral contact force presented in this work are lower compared to those 
predicted by many mathematical models. Erhart et al [58], used an instrumented knee implant 
to assess changes in the medial compartment of one single patient through in vivo 
measurements. The subject was also equipped with a load modifying variable stiffness shoe. 
The authors determined that the special shoe helped reducing the medial peak load by 22%. 
Anderson et al [59], described a novel method for measuring knee forces in vivo for 11 
patients. A thin (0.2 mm) flexible electronic pressure sensor was developed and inserted in 
the medial compartment. The results showed large variations in the force reading, but no “un-
loaded" state could be detected. In addition, the work of Arami et al, [62] used smart implants 
to measure in vivo interaction forces in the knee joint. The authors chose anisotropic magneto 
resistance (AMR) sensors to estimate joint orientation; the magnet was placed in the femoral 
component while the AMR sensors were inserted in the polyethylene. In order to measure 
contact forces on the joint, strain gauges were custom designed and fabricated to be inserted 
into the polyethylene insert. A revision knee implant was also instrumented for in vivo 
characterization of the replaced joint [48]. The authors reported average peak tibial forces of 
2.2 % BW on day 6 after surgery; also, they reported an increment of 0.6 times the body 
weight in climbing stairs activity after 6 weeks of recovery. More recently, a novel sensing 
device has been developed by Homberg et al [63]; a tibia tray powered internally by an 
integrated piezoelectric energy harvesting system. The most interesting feature about this 
device is the self-harvesting energy system, based in the piezoelectric effect. The system 
entirely powers all the sensor’s systems and the wireless circuits. The authors claimed that a 
subject of 55 kg can fully charge the storage capacitors in 11 steps; the total energy harvested 
per step is reported to be 1051 µJ. On average, in vivo results reported from smart implants 
are realistic measurements of the interactions between the structural elements conforming the 
musculoskeletal joints [50, 60]. Figure 2.2.2 depicts a total knee system with instrumented 
tibia tray.  
 
 
Figure 2.2.2.  Instrumented tibia component with self-harvesting system, full assembled device shown in a) 
and circuit board along with sensors layout in b). Adapted from [63]. 
 
Similar results have been reported for the hip joint [43, 51-53, 60, 65-68]. Table III 
summarizes a short sample of those results. Moreover, considerable amount of literature 
exists concerning in vivo experiments for evaluating contact forces in the hip joint [52]. 
 
 
 
 SHORT SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES CONDUCTED IN VIVO FOR EVALUATING 
RESULTING CONTACT FORCES IN THE HIP JOINT 
Study No. of 
subjects 
highest peak 
loads (BW) 
Activity 
Rydell [39] - 3.50 Dynamic walk 
English et al [53] 1 3.59 One-legged stance 126 3.59 pelvis tilted up with 
hand support. 
Davy et al [52] 1 2.80 Stair climbing 
Bergmann et al 
[64] 
1 8.70 Stumbling 
Brand et al [72] 
 
1 3.50 Freely walking at selected speed 
Bergmann et al 
[65] 
4 11, 000 N Stumbling 
 
Furthermore, vertebral body replacements and lumbar spine sensors have also been 
instrumented in several studies [69]. Telemeterized vertebral body replacements have been 
implanted in three patients by Rohlman et al [69]; the results show interesting findings 
regarding the load conditions on spine during several exercises in the first month 
postoperatively. The authors report peak load forces of 450 N when standing and sitting; 420 
N when upper body is flexed; and 700 N when additional weight in the hands is supported.  
Graichen et al [57] developed a miniaturized 9-channel telemetry transmitter, capable of 
measuring different and complex loading situations (shoulder, vertebral replacement and hip) 
during different activities, which is shown in Figure 2.2.3. The authors claim some 
advantages of this device over previous versions, a few of them are: less power consumption, 
hermetic sealing of all components inside the implants which therefore allows long term data 
transmission and electronic integration within a custom-made chip designed and built from 
semiconductor technology (bipolar complementary metal oxide semiconductor, BiCMOS). 
The limitations found are related to low efficiency of the inductive power supply at distances 
over several centimeters, as well as the RF transmission data is limited to less than 50 cm. 
This device has been implemented on shoulder prosthesis from three different patients, as 
shown in figure 2.2.3a). However, the authors also implemented this transmitter on 
instrumented proximal tibia trays and vertebral body replacement as well [57].  
 
 Figure 2.2.3.  Instrumented shoulder endoprosthesis and section view to depict the sensing electronics (a) and 
Instrumented vertebral body and section model to depict electro-mechanical measurement system (b). 
Adapted from [57] 
 
Despite the benefits and the relevance of in vivo measurements, predicted mathematical and 
computational models represent a potential tool to improve or create new implants designs 
[70]. However, for this to become reality, a study directly compared calculated hip joint 
forces with measured values form instrumented hip prostheses [71]. In this work, two 
subjects with instrumented implants were analyzed and the results were similar in pattern and 
magnitude, with average differences of 13.5% in the first subject and 18.1% in the second 
subject. Brand et al. [72] compared mathematical estimates calculated from laboratory 
observations with an instrumented hip prosthesis in one patient; the results were reported to 
be similar at peak loads. Heller et al [66], reported the first cycle-to-cycle validation of 
predicted musculoskeletal loading for climbing stairs and walking for four patients with 
instrumented hip implants. The comparison of in vivo measurements and calculated 
(modeled) hip contact forces showed 13% of the relative deviation during walking, while 
14% of the deviation occurred during stair climbing. Regarding the knee joint, several 
researchers have measured external force systems. In 1970 Morrison et al [73], reported, 
through a mathematical model, a variation from 206% BW to 400% BW in the maximum 
contact forces of the knee joint. Taylor et al [74] calculated peak force values as high as 620% 
of BW for one specific patient from their study, using a musculoskeletal lower limb model. 
Costigan et al [45], conducted a study to estimate hip and knee joint kinetics of 35 young, 
healthy subjects when climbing stairs, using a subject-specific model for each joint; the result 
reported for the peak load in the knee joint was as high as 5 times (500%) the body weight.  
Other studies based on mathematical models have shown variations from 310% up to 800% 
of body weight peak loads in the knee joint [54]. From a computational approach, different 
studies indicate considerable between predicted models and in vivo measured systems for 
knee and shoulder joints [41, 60, 65 and 75], Table IV below shows the comparison between 
related works. 
 SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL AND MODELED STUDIES REPORTING MAXIMUM IN VIVO KNEE 
FORCES. FOR DETAILS ABOUT THE STUDY’S AUTHORS, REFER TO THE FOLLOWING CITATION [62]. 
Condition No. Of studies No. of Subjects Average Total Body force (%) 
Overground 6 1 2.5 
Overground 2 3 1.8 – 2.5 
Overground 2 1 2.1 – 2.8 
Overground 5 1 2.2 – 3.0 
Treadmill 2 1 2.1 
Treadmill 1 1 1.8 – 2.5 
Model 2 12 2.1 – 3.9 
Model 1 2 2.2 
Model 2 4 2.7 – 3.8 
Model 1 10 2.9 – 3.5 
Model 12 1 3.9 
Conversely to these results, computational models for the hip joint have shown better results 
between predicted models and experimental data [60, 71 and72]. Though not yet perfected, 
smart components hold great promise for helping overcome the uncertainties of prediction 
models and to provide realistic data to improve implant designs and alignments [34, 45, 55, 
and 76-78]. 
 
2.3 Problem Description 
The procedure patients undergo when a total ankle replacement is performed, strongly 
depends on the system (different by each company) used by the surgeon [10]. The outcome 
is also strongly related on how well aligned the prosthesis will be set in regard of the ankle 
and lower limb anatomy. Regardless the system used by the physician, this thesis is focused 
on the instrumentation designed specifically for each patient based on their own specific 
anatomy, and the problem statement is found on evaluating how those instruments actually 
fit onto the bone surface.  
Despite the fact that instruments are designed to fit on the bone in only one particular spot, 
there is a risk of misaligning the contact surfaces. Therefore, the claim of this work is to 
design a thin film piezo electric sensor that can adopt the interface area and determine the 
pressure map of the contact surface. Consider Figure 2.3.1b), the piezo sensor will be placed 
in between the instrument and the bone surface, forcing the film to adopt the contact area 
surface. Using direct piezoelectric film  will produce an electrical potential difference when 
the film experiences mechanical deformation and the corresponding stress distribution will 
produce a correlated voltage distribution that can be collected and read to understand the 
magnitude of the mechanical stress.      
 
Figure 2.3.1. CAD model representation of patient specific intrumentation and the corresponding fit onto the 
bone surface. a) Ilustration of how the instruments are placed onto the surface, b) oblique view depicting 
proposed thin film sensor to adopt bone-instrument contact surface. Images developed by the author. 
 
In Figure 2.3.1 the contact area is depicted for the tibia bone, as well as a representation of 
the thin piezo film that will be designed to achieve the mechanical deformation needed to 
adopt the contact interface between the bone surface and the instrument. In addition, figure 
2.3.2 shows the actual instrument being pressed onto a printed bone model with a thin (25µm) 
polyamiade substrate in between; representing the desired configuration of the sensor.  
 
 
Figure 2.3.2. Actual instrument and 3D printed bone model with a polyamiade film in the contact interface, a) 
oblique lateral view and b) oblique botton view.  
 
A first evaluation of the problem statements indicates a challenge from both design 
perspectives: mechanical and electrical. In terms of the mechanical design, the challenge is 
oriented in determining the correct piezo thickness and material, as well as other 
componentes materials and dimensions, such as the substrates, adhesives and conductive 
layers; the correct selection of these materials will ensuere the correct mechanical behavior 
of the sensor avoiding plastic deformations that will prevent sensor breakage or misreadings. 
Regarding the electrical design, material selection is also an important milestone to achieve 
as it will determine the output signal that can be adquired by the system. In addition, the 
electrical design must be capable of sensing as much of the contact area is possible in order 
to obtain a pressure map that truly resembles the actual contact between the bone and the 
instrument.  
2.4 Contact Mechanics Foundations 
Contact mechanics theory can be studied by different approaches, however, the overview to 
be discussed in this section will be mainly focused on describing contact mechanics theory 
and how the application fits in that scenario, from an analytical standpoint.  
Before moving forward with the contact problem definition within the scope of this thesis, 
an important difference must be established between conforming and non-conforming types 
of contact. The first case occurs when the contact surfaces from two objects fit on each other 
or if the profiles follow a similar curvature; whether a non-conforming type of contact is that 
where the two surfaces interacting have different profiles. Figure 2.4.1 shows a schematic of 
the interaction of non-conforming and partially conforming surfaces.  
 
 
Figure 2.4.1. a) Non-Conforming curved contact surfaces. b) Partially Conforming Contact surfaces. 
 
For the linear strain theory of elasticity to be applicable for contact problems, the deformation 
of the bodies at the region of contact has to be small enough when compared to the entire 
body dimensions. Moreover, for non-conforming contact the region at which the two bodies 
interact will have a small area compared to the curvature radio of the un-deformed surface, 
as it can be depicted as well from Figure 2.4.1a). The contact stresses will therefore be highly 
concentrated at the contact region and will rapidly decrease as we increase the distance from 
the point of contact, so the area of interest lies close to the contact interface [79]. Since the 
goal of this overview is to characterize the contact problem that arises when the patient 
specific instrumentation is pressed onto the bone surface (see figure 2.3.1), this chapter will 
be focused on providing the analogy between the application and the theory found for contact 
mechanics.  
As stated earlier, the region that occupies our interest is close to the contact interface of the 
two elastic bodies, however, describing high level of detail for the mechanical stresses around 
the contact area is also of particular importance since they will be input for the piezoelectric 
device and the sensor response. Understanding the mechanical behavior is crucial for an 
appropriate sensor design in terms of material selection and geometry dimensioning. To 
continue with the study of contact nature between the instrument and the bone (see Figure 
2.3.1), there are two interactions responsible for the contact transmission, the normal pressure 
p(x) and the tangential traction or frictional force q(x), which can be depicted in Figure 2.4.2. 
The normal and shear stresses are, as consequence, result from the normal pressure and 
tangential or friction force respectively. It can be shown that the stress components for any 
point A can be found as well as the displacement of any point C when evaluating an elemental 
area of width ds and located at s distance from the origin, as follows: 
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The expressions (2.4.1), (2.4.2) and (2.4.3) describe the normal and shear stresses 
components for any contact problem with force distributions as depicted in Figure 2.4.2, 
which represents an elastic half-space loaded over a strip (length a + b). Although 
mathematically challenging, these integrals can be solved if the normal and tangential force 
distributions are known, allowing to find the stress distribution close to the contact interface. 
Nevertheless, knowing these exact force distribution is not always practical, and more 
general methods are needed to evaluate the nature of the contact problem raised from the 
bone-instrument interaction.  
 
 
Figure 2.4.2. Normal and tangential components acting on the contact interface [79]. 
 
Studying the Hertz normal contact problem of elastic solids is an interesting approach of 
approximating the analytic solution for the maximum pressure given at the bone-instrument 
interface. The Hertz theory is suitable when dealing with elastic models and when the 
following assumptions are established: 
1. The contact area (A) is small relative to the dimensions of each body of the contact 
interaction, and to the relative radii of curvature of the contact profile or contact radius 
(R). These assumptions also mean that the surfaces must be non-conforming and 
continuous, which is accomplished if the contact area is significantly small relative 
to the radii of curvature of the contact profile (A << R) 
2. The strains produced by the contact interaction must be small. 
3. Each solid can be considered as an elastic half-space. This means that the contact area 
(A) is significantly small when compared to the curvature radius of each body (R1, 
R2).  
4. The friction component along the contact area can be neglected and the interaction is 
considered frictionless.   
In general, real engineering applications dealing with contact between two bodies are highly 
non-linear and modeling the contact as a problem between elastic bodies might not be 
appropriate for all scenarios. In fact, contact analysis of non-linear plastic or permanent 
deformations are typically solved numerically through computational tools. Nonetheless, for 
an initial and theoretical approximation, all of the above assumptions might be considered 
into the contact problem between the bone and the patient specific instrument (Figure 2.3.1c) 
in order to establish a baseline or a comparison for the upcoming computational analysis.  
As it has been stated earlier in this chapter, the maximum contact pressure and the associated 
stress are the goals of this construction. Applying the Hertz theory, the maximum pressure 
can be calculated as [80], 
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where d is the contact displacement or indentation, R is the contact radius and E* is the 
equivalent modulus of elasticity, calculated Eq. (2.4.5): 
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where υ1 and υ2 are the Poisson ratios for each body, while E1 and E2 are the Young’s Modulus 
for each body as well. Moreover, the Hertz theory also finds the normal force applied to the 
elastic half space as follows, 
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Combining Eq. (2.4.5) and Eq. (2.4.6), the maximum pressure can be obtained in terms of 
the applied normal force, as shown in Eq. (2.4.7) below, 
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The results from Eq. (2.4.7) can be evaluated in two dimensional slides (“zx” plane) from the 
bone-instrument CAD model, as depicted in Figure 2.4.4. Therefore, a maximum pressure 
value can be obtained for different cut slides in the “y” direction, allowing to compare an 
analytical approach from the results of computational analysis which will be described in the 
following sections.  
 
 
Figure 2.4.3. a) CAD 3D models of the bone and the simplified patient specific instrument, b) two 
dimensional view in the zx plane of the interactions responsible for the contact transmission: the normal 
pressure p(s) and the tangential traction or frictional force q(s) and c) contact approximation of both 
curvatures. 
 
According to Figure 2.4.3c, the contact problem in the zx plane can be classified as “partially 
conforming”, allowing the use of Hertz theory for the analytical approach. When using this 
method, a proportional relationship must be obtained for the equivalent radius used in Eq. 
(2.4.7), which can be calculated through Eq. (2,4,8), as follows [80], 
 
 1
𝑅
=
1
𝑅1
+
1
𝑅2
 (2.4.8) 
 
Figure.2.4.3a) shows a simplified CAD model of the patient specific instrument, this is done 
to simplify the model geometry and thus the meshing process in the Finite Element Analysis 
presented in section 3.4.  
The purpose of showing only one slide in the zx-plane, as depicted in Figure. 2.4.3b), is to 
obtain an analytical approximation through the Hertz contact theory and the Eq. (2.4.4) to 
Eq. (2.4.8). Figure4.3.3c) denotes the interaction between the two radii as a partially 
conforming type of contact. The negative sign is for the larger radii.  
 
2.5 Piezoelectricity Foundations 
Piezoelectricity is the result of linear coupling between electrical and mechanical interaction 
among certain materials that exhibit a piezoelectric response [81]. Direct piezoelectric effect 
refers to the electric response caused by mechanical deformation, whereas indirect effect 
means the opposite: a mechanical deformation or strain produced as a result of an applied 
electric field.  Piezoelectric effect can also be seen as energy transfer between mechanical 
and electrical energy [82].  
For a material to exhibit piezoelectric effects, the crystal structure must have no center of 
symmetry, while also containing charged particles that can be rearranged by the effects of 
polarization.  Examples of materials exhibiting these properties are: lead zirconate titanate 
(PZT), zinc oxide (ZnO), quartz, polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) and more recently, 
ferroelectric/piezoelectric copolymers with trifluoroethylene P(VDF-TrFE) [83].  
In the case of PVDF and copolymers, the piezoelectric response is obtained when exposing 
the material to a high electric field after a mechanical stretching has been applied, or after a 
machining process [82]. As expected, depending on the direction of the mechanical 
interaction, the piezoelectric effect might change. For instance, a uni-axial stretching will 
result in uni-axial piezoelectric effect, while a bi-axial stretching will result in bi-axial and 
isotropic piezo response in the plane. Because the scope of this work is to measure the 
pressure being applied across the thickness of a thin piezo layer, the truly important direction 
is perpendicular to the in-plane layer, being the d33 coefficient the responsible for obtaining 
a signal from the sensor. To better describe this scenario, Figure 2.5.1 shows a uni-axial 
piezoelectric film that was machined (stretched) in the 1-direction.  
 
Figure 2.5.1. Uni-axial film being streched in the 1 direction and the corresponding piezoelectric response. 
 
Among the materials mentioned previously, PZT, zinc oxide and the quartz will not meet the 
flexibility requirement that the application demands. It is well known that despite the high 
piezoelectric response of these materials, the mechanical behavior is mainly brittle and the 
amount of tensile stress produced by high flexural moments is not very high, limiting the 
possibility of adopting an irregular surface such as bone or patient specific instrumentation, 
as shown in Figure 3.2.2. Therefore, it can be stated that the mechanical response in terms of 
flexibility is the limiting factor when choosing the piezoelectric material. Thus, the biggest 
challenge for the piezo film is to withstand the mechanical deformation while still being able 
to deliver the corresponding output voltage.  
To satisfy these requirements, the PVDF and the copolymers materials are the only options 
available. However, Table IV shows a comparison between PVDF (uni and bi-axial), PZT 
and Copolymer materials. PVDF and P(VDF-TrFE) copolymer offer better mechanical 
response with considerable smaller piezoelectric response relative to PZT, however, the 
mechanical properties are crucial for meeting the application requirements. Between PVDF 
and the copolymer, the former shows better piezoelectric response in the 33 direction; in 
addition, PVDF is easier to obtain from a commercial standpoint. Therefore PVDF is a more 
suitable material for the application. Moreover, PVDF biocompatibility has been widely 
proven [82], which complies with the medical device industry requirements. 
 COMPARATIVE TABLE BETWEEN COMMERCIAL PZT, PVDF AND P(VDF-TRFE) PIEZO ELECTRIC 
FILMS. EXTRACTED FROM [19 AND 86] 
Material properties PZT PVDF P(VDF-TrFE) 
Copolymer 75/25%  Uni-
Axial 
Bi-Axial 
Piezoelectric constants 
    d33 (pC/N) 
    d31 (pC/N) 
    d32 (pC/N) 
 
300 
-150 
-150 
 
-25 
15 
3 
 
-25 
3 
3 
 
16 
6 
6 
Relative permittivity ε/ε0 
         (ε0 = 8.854x10-12 F/m) 
1800 12 12 9.4 
Young’s modulus (GPa) 
Y1 
Y2 
Y3 
 
50 
50 
50 
 
3 
1 
10 
 
3 
3 
10 
 
0.9 
1.5 
NA 
Maximum stress in traction (MPa) 
                                 direction 1 
                           direction 2 
 
80 
80 
 
200 
40 
 
200 
200 
 
150 
30 
    
Generally, piezoelectric constitutive equations can be written in terms of the sensing mode 
or in terms of the actuation mode. Given the scope of this thesis, and in terms of the direct 
piezoelectric effect, the coupled constitutive equation for the sensor mode can be read as 
 
 {𝑫}𝟑𝒙𝟏 = [𝒅]𝟑𝒙𝟔{𝑻}𝟔𝒙𝟏 + [𝜺
𝑻]𝟑𝒙𝟑{𝑬}𝟑𝒙𝟏                             (2.5.1) 
 
Where D is the electric displacement or polarization, d the piezoelectric constant matrix, T 
the mechanical stress vector, εT the permittivity matrix and E is the electric field. An element 
dij from the matrix d represents the coupling between the electrical displacements in direction 
i and the mechanical strain in direction j [81].  
Eq. (2.5.1) can be very difficult to resolve through analytical methods and often it requires 
finite element analysis tools to approximate the solution, as presented in Section 3.5. 
Nevertheless, the expression can be simplified under certain assumptions [83], for example, 
when an external tensile force in 1 direction induces a normal stress in the 3 direction, the 
generated polarity can be expressed as 
 
 𝐷3 = 𝑑31𝑇1 (2.5.2) 
 
Eq. 2.5.2 can also be adjusted for a normal stress induced by bending moment in the 1-3 
direction: 
 
 𝐷3 = 𝑑33𝜎13 (2.5.3) 
 
Where σ13 is the normal stress induced by the moment. Furthermore, the resulting voltage 
due to the generated polarity D3 can be written is given by 
 
 
𝐷3 = 𝜀33
𝑉
𝑡
 → 𝑉 = 𝑡
𝐷3
𝜀33
 
(2.5.4) 
 
Where t is the thickness of the piezo layer, V is the equivalent voltage corresponding to the 
generated polarity, and ε33 is the dielectric constant in the 3 direction, however, for the PVDF 
this property is isotropic and therefore equivalent in all directions. Thus, Eq. (2.5.5) returns 
the value of dielectric constant expressed in terms of the vacuum permittivity constant, 
 
 𝜀33 = 𝜀 ∗ 𝜀0 (2.5.4) 
 
where ε0 is the permittivity in the vacuum or the permittivity of free space and its value is 
given as ε0 = 8.854x10-12 F/m. For the selected PVDF the ε value is 12 at a frequency of 
1MHz, as reported by the manufacturer [87]. More details about material properties are 
addressed in the computational analysis, section 3.4.      
When looking at the size of the piezoelectric coefficients matrix from Eq. (2.5.1), it can be 
noticed that the Table V only shows piezoelectric constants d33, d31 and d32. This is due to 
crystal symmetries found in the materials, resulting in only a few non-zero elements for the 
coupling matrix [82]. When developing Eq. (2.5.1) in the matrix form, the non-zero elements 
can be shown as 
 
{
𝐷1
𝐷2
𝐷3
} = [
0 0 0 0 𝑑15 0
0 0 0 𝑑24 0 0
𝑑31 𝑑32 𝑑33 0 0 0
]
{
 
 
 
 
𝑇1
𝑇2
𝑇3
𝑇4
𝑇5
𝑇6}
 
 
 
 
+ [
𝜀11 0 0
0 𝜀22 0
0 0 𝜀33
] {
𝐸1
𝐸2
𝐸3
} (2.5.6) 
 
For the recently chosen PVDF piezoelectric film, the coupling matrix [d] has the following 
typical form: 
 
[𝑑] = [
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
𝑑31 𝑑32 𝑑33 0 0 0
 ] (2.5.7) 
 
The matrices of piezoelectric coefficients shown in Eq. (2.5.7) are for a specific PVDF film 
purchased from the company GoodFellow under the model of FV301301, 0.110 mm 
thickness. Chapter 3, section 3.2 presents further discussion about the selection criteria for 
the thickness of the piezoelectric film. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER 3 
Flexible MEMS Sensor Design  
3.1 Sensor Configuration and Geometry 
3.2 MEMS Design 
3.2.1 Measurement System for Determining Experimental Contact Force 
Reaction.  
3.2.2 Sensor Thickness Definition. 
3.3 Finite Element Analysis of the Contact Problem 
3.4 Finite Element Analysis of the thin Piezo Electric Film 
3.1 Sensor Configuration and Geometry 
As described in Section 2.3, the goal of this research is to design and built a sensor capable 
of adjusting to a highly irregular contact surface between a patient specific instrument (PSI) 
and the human bone. Total Ankle Replacement (TAR) is a procedure that mainly affect two 
bones in the ankle join: the tibia and the talus, as presented in Figure 2.3.2. However, the 
sensor geometry will be based only on the tibia bone and therefore the tibia PSI. 
The first configuration problem to solve is to determine the sensing area for the application. 
Despite the fact that there are different bone sizes among different patients, the aim of this 
thesis is to develop a design that can later be adjusted to various sizes. In this experiment, the 
sensing area is determined to fit on a printed tibia bone model of a typical size and its 
corresponding patient tibia specific instrument. These models are courtesy of Wright Medical 
Technology.  
 
 
Figure 3.1.1. Models provided by Wright Medical Technology for this application development, a) individual 
models and b) patient specific intrument placed on top of the bone model to resemble the application. 
 
Considering the models provided and the geometry observed, the dimensions in the frontal 
plane have been defined by using the CAD model of the instrument, resulting in a sensing 
total area of 35 mm x 50 mm, as shown in Figure 3.1.2. In addition to defining the total 
functional area of the sensor (which it will be capable of reading the applied pressure), it is 
also important to define the resolution of the resulting signals is going to be. As it will be 
discussed in Section 3.4, the piezoelectric film will result in different polarization, and 
therefore different voltage readings, across the plane when submitted to mechanical 
deformation. These data need to be collected through the sensor electrodes capable of 
recording such polarization values throughout the piezo. One challenge for the sensor design 
is determining the pitch and the width of the electrode sensor as well as the entire matrix 
structure. Figure 3.1.2 shows the proposed design of the electrodes, being an array of nodes 
forming the matrix of the sensor data.  
 
Figure 3.1.2. Proposed sensor node array for collecting data from the piezoelectric film. 
 
How close the electrode traces are to each other is known as the pitch, or distance between 
each trace center, depicted in Figure 3.1.2 as letter “a” for the horizontal pitch and “b” for 
the vertical pitch. The width of these traces is also crucial for the sensor design, because they 
carry out the electrical response while also withstanding the high normal and shear stresses 
produced by the mechanical deformation. At this point, there is no data approximation for 
the mechanical data of the electrical charge that will be carried out by the electrode traces. 
However, it is expected that stress induced by the mechanical impact is the biggest challenge 
and the trace width is selected to be as thick as 1.0 mm to provide enough stability to the 
sensor array. This magnitude will be confirmed in Section 3.2 when more detail about the 
mechanical analysis is presented.  
This matrix sensor structure also gives an important parameter for the sensor, which is known 
as the resolution or level of detail. By commercial applications, it is well established that a 
sensor resolution is the amount of nodes by a measure of area. Table VI contains the most 
relevant information about the sensor geometry and resolution. 
 SENSOR GEOMETRY PARAMETERS AND DIMENSIONS. 
Parameter Letter Value Unit 
Sensor length L 50 cm 
Sensor width C 35 cm 
Horizontal pitch (distance between traces) a 1 mm 
Horizontal pitch (distance between traces) b 1 mm 
Copper trace width w 1 mm 
Sensor Resolution  R 25 Nodes/cm2 
Number of Horizontal electrodes traces 
(columns) 
- 17 - 
Number of Vertical electrodes traces 
(rows) 
- 25 - 
 
So far, it has been discussed that the piezoelectric sensor has horizontal and vertical 
electrodes as illustrated in Figure 3.1.2. In more detail, a 3D model of the structure for the 
sensor is shown in Figure 3.1.3, where the assembly of components follows a specific order 
of different layers pressed onto each other. 
 
 
Figure 3.1.3. 3D model of sensor assembly and layer structure, a) exploted view, b) top view and c) bottom 
view. 
 
As a result, the sensor is structured with a top and bottom electrodes comprised by a layer of 
polyamide, acting as the flexible substrate on which the copper traces patterns are printed, 
followed by a 3M adhesive (3M467) layer in between the copper traces. The piezoelectric 
film is then pressed by both, top and bottom subassemblies, forming the schematic shown in 
Figure. 3.1.4.  
 
Figure 3.1.4. Flexible pressure sensor structure, a) lateral view where the bottom electrodes are seen as small 
rectangles in a section view, b) front view where the top electrodes are seen as small rectangles in a section 
view.  
 
The sensor´s cross section is then formed by different layers, which altogether have a 
thickness of 0.230 mm. Table VII summarizes the different layer thicknesses of the sensor. 
 SENSOR LAYER THICKNESS SUMMARY 
Layer Thickness (µm) 
Polyamide substrate (top electrode) 25 
Copper and adhesive 35 
PVDF Piezoelectric film 110 
Copper and adhesive 35 
Polyamide substrate (bottom electrode) 25 
Total sensor thickness 230 
 
Through section 3.1, the overall sensor geometry and structure have been discussed. It is 
important to emphasize, however, that some of the decisions made to this point are to be 
validated upon the completion of this chapter.   
3.2 MEMS Design 
It is difficult to predict a reliable analytical value for the amount of stress the sensor is going 
to experience once the pressure is applied to the instrument. Thus, analogies from the 
classical mechanical beam analysis are to be conducted in order to determine an appropriate 
thickness for the sensor and more specifically, for the piezoelectric film. 
The first analogy is a simply supported beam with uniformly distributed load, which can be 
observed by looking a cross section area of the instrument and the bone interface. Figure 
3.2.1 shows an equivalent diagram of the force configuration when the instrument is pressed 
onto the bone, which is ultimately the expected force distribution that the sensor is going to 
experience. Consequently, the sensor can be analyzed as a beam experiencing a uniform force 
supported at the two ends.  
 
 
Figure 3.2.1. Simply supported beam with uniformly distributed load analogy 
 
Typically, the static beam analyses are important to determine the appropriate thickness of 
the material needed for a given application, which is precisely the goal of this section: to 
determine an appropriate sensor thickness to withstand the mechanical stress produced by 
an external pressure. The higher stress components come from the maximum normal stress 
induced by the highest moment in the beam. Although shear stress components are also 
important, the biggest consideration is the bending moment the sensor experiences when the 
external pressure is applied [84]. From the classic mechanics methods, it can be shown that 
the moment around B for the beam configuration shown in Figure 3.2.1 is written as, 
 
 𝑀𝐵 = (𝑅𝐴𝑥) −
𝑤0
2
𝑥2 (3.2.1) 
 
where RA is the reaction force at the end A of the beam, x is the distance increments from 
point B to point A and w0 is the distributed force along the beam. A similar approach can be 
taken into consideration for evaluating the shear forces acting on the sensor,  
 
 𝑉𝐵 = 𝑅𝐴 − 𝑤0𝑥 (3.2.2) 
 
where Vb is the shear force resulting at the end B, while w0 is the distributed force and x the 
increment in the horizontal direction.  
Prior to solving the moment and shear expression for the simply supported beam, a second 
analogy is presented at what is assumed to be the most critical section of the instrument in 
terms of mechanical stress. By examining the contact between the instrument and the bone 
from a lateral view, a cantilever-like beam can be observed at the distal end of the instrument. 
Figure 3.2.2 shows how this analogy is visualized, similar to the previous case.  
 
 
Figure 3.2.2. Beam cantilever fixed at one end analogy. 
 
The moment and shear equations governing this load configuration, are expressed by, 
 
 𝑀𝐴 = 𝑀0 +
𝑤0
2
𝑥2 − 𝑅𝐴𝑥 
(3.2.3) 
 
where MA is the moment around point A at the right end of the beam, RA is the reaction at the 
fixed end, M0 is the moment originated by the fixed end, x is the distance increments towards 
the free end, and w0 is the distributed force along the beam. Same construction is made to 
determine the shear forces acting upon the cantilever-like beam. 
 
 𝑽𝑩 = 𝑹𝑨 −𝒘𝟎𝒙 (3.2.2) 
 
Where VA is the shear force resulting at the end A, RA is the reaction at the fixed end while 
w0 is the distributed force and x the increment in the horizontal direction.  
As recently stated, evaluating the moment and the shear forces along the sensor is important 
to understand the maximum stress the sensor might go through, and then design for a safe 
value of thickness for the piezoelectric. From the classic mechanical approaches as well [84], 
it is known that when dealing with a composite beam with layers of different materials, the 
whole beam can be analyzed as composed by only one material with the total thickness, by 
selecting the material with the weaker mechanical properties on the composite. Figure 3.2.3 
graphically explains how a beam with multiple layer material can be analyzed as a one layer 
material.  
 
 
Figure 3.2.3. Composite beam and one layer beam equivalence 
 
Table VIII contains the mechanical properties from the materials selected so far in the sensor 
assembly. The properties are written to provide evidence of which material needs to be 
selected as the weaker material to conduct the analysis from this point forward.    
 
 ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGHT FOR EACH LAYER ON THE SENSOR ASSEMBLY 
Material Ultimate Tensile Strength 
(MPa) 
Young Modulus (GPa) 
Polyamide Substrate 231 2.5 
Copper 210 110 
GoodFellow FV301301 0.110 mm 
thick PVDF 
180 1.8 
 
Figure 3.2.2 anticipates that the PVDF exhibits the lower mechanical response in terms of 
the ultimate tensile strength and the Young’s Modulus. Therefore, the rest of the mechanical 
analysis is conducted by assuming the beam is composed by a homogenous layer of PVDF. 
This assumption is also highly important when the finite element analysis of the sensor is 
conducted (section 3.4). 
All of the previous analysis cannot be solved without determining the distributed force w0 
that is applied to the instrument when pressed onto the bone, otherwise, the mechanical 
assembly will be undefined because of the amount of unknown variables. Nevertheless, 
finding an analytical solution for the maximum force applied can be extremely difficult. 
Thus, an experiment is conducted to determine an approximate value of the force applied to 
the system. This experiment is described in Section 3.2.1.  
3.2.1 Measurement System for Determining Experimental Contact Force Reaction.  
This section is intended to provide a brief description of the experiment conducted to 
determine an averaged and approximated value for the amount of force that is being 
transmitted from the user, to the instrument and then to the bone. Eventually, this amount of 
force is what the sensor should be able to read. More information about the equipment and 
materials used during this experiment is available on appendix A, as well as the raw data 
taken by the operators.  
A simple experiment was carried out using the patient-specific  instrument and the bone 
model shown in Figure 3.1.1 and a mass analytical scale from the Chemistry Laboratory at 
the Instituto Tecnológico de Costa Rica (Cartago, Costa Rica). The experimental sequence is 
listed below for an easy understanding of the procedure. 
1. The bone model is placed on top of the scale plate, at the center. 
2. The instrument is then gently placed on top of the bone, at the surface matching area. 
3. The operator set the scale to zero (tare option). 
4. The operator pressed the instrument against the bone model. 
5. An evaluation is made by the operator to decide if the model is properly fitting on the 
bone surface. 
6. After the operator is confident the instrument is well placed and additional force is 
required to keep the instrument in place, the value on the scale is taken.  
7. Steps from 1 to 6 are repeated 90 times to provide enough evidence. 
 
Figure 3.2.1.1 illustrates the experiment set up and depicts the results obtained by the 
operators.  
 
Figure 3.2.1.1. Force approximation experiment – 
Image shown from one of the runs performed. 
By following the sequence of steps described above, 90 measures of the “mass” value were 
recorded. While the experiment was conducted to determine the magnitude of the force 
applied to the instrument, the value recorded is in fact, the mass read by the scale. The value 
(in grams) that is displayed by the scale in the Figure 3.2.1.1, can be translated into force by 
multiplying by the gravity acceleration, based on the “weight” acting as a force. Upon 
completion of the data gathering process, the results were analyzed using Minitab 16.1 
software (Pennsylvania, United States). Within the software, a tolerance interval analysis was 
performed to understand the data behavior; Figure 3.2.1.2 shows the graphical representation 
of the analysis conducted by the software.   
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Figure 3.2.1.2. Minitab results from tolerance interval analysis. 
 
The information summarized in Figure 3.2.1.2 provides, with 95% of confidence level, 
evidence that the mean value for the mass value equivalent to the force acting on the bone 
model is 1058.942 g, with a lower limit of 869.618 and an upper limit of 1265.950 g. 
Moreover, the data follows a normal distribution (p value > 0.05) which is an important piece 
of evidence to support the result of the experiment.  
The aim of this study, is to gather evidence to support that a mean value of force can be 
expressed as, 
 𝐹 = 𝑚𝑎 → 𝐹 = 1058.942𝑔 ∗ 9.81𝑚/𝑠2 (3.2.1.1) 
 𝑭 = 𝟏𝟎. 𝟓𝑵  
Based on the result from this experiment and the evidence that supports it, the force value to 
be used from this point forward, can be taken as 10.5N.  
3.2.1.1 Sensor Thickness Definition 
Solving the Eq. (3.2.1) and Eq. (3.2.2) for the entire length of the beam, will result in the 
moment and shear diagrams that are shown in Figures 3.2.3 and Figure 3.2.3. The x 
increments are chosen to be every 1 mm. 
 
 
Figure 3.2.4. Moments diagram, a) for the simply supported beam at two ends and b) for the cantilever 
analogy. 
 
Figure 3.2.4a) shows the bending moment acting on the beam follows a symmetric concave 
shape, as expected for the analogy made for the simply supported beam. True moment 
diagram for the real sensor will be shifted to the left according to distribution shown in Figure 
3.2.1. Although not entirely realistic, this moment diagram helps by giving a value of the 
highest moment in the sensor. Thus, the maximum stress can be calculated by the following 
expression, 
 
 
𝜎𝑚 =
𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑐
𝐼
 
(3.2.3) 
 
where σm is the maximum normal stress, Mmax is the highest moment value, c is the largest 
distance from the top (or bottom because of the symmetry) of the sensor to the neutral axis, 
and I is the inertial moment of the transversal section. Since the model is being taken from a 
top view of the instrument and bone assembly, the transversal section is to be a lateral view 
of the sensor, which is important to address in order to determine the inertial moment of area, 
expressed by, 
 
 
𝐼 =
𝑏ℎ3
12
 
(3.2.4) 
 
where b is the length of the transversal section, which in this case is equivalent to the length 
of the sensor as illustrated in Figure 3.1.2. In addition, h is the height of the beam (sensor 
thickness). It can be inferred, by looking Eq. (3.2.4) that the governing dimension will be the 
height or thickness of the sensor, for example: for h << b, the result of the inertial moment 
of area –and therefore, the mechanical stress itself– is mostly influenced by the impact of the 
h magnitude, particularly for small values that get closer to the microscale or even further. 
Consequently, the high aspect ratio between the thickness with the length and width is the 
key aspect of the sensor design, as expected from regular MEMS device development with 
one the characteristic dimensions being close to the microscale (thickness).  
By taking the maximum moment from Figure 3.2.3, the corresponding maximum stress can 
be obtained by using the recently experimental value of the force applied to the instrument. 
Table IX has a number of constants needed to perform this calculation as well as the resulting 
maximum stress experienced by the sensor (highlighted in green) when analyzed as a simply 
supported composite beam.  
 
 RESULTS TABLE FOR SENSOR DESIGN, SIMPLE BEAM ANALYSIS. 
Constants Value Unit 
Area 0.002 m2 
Length, L 0.035 m 
Force, F 10.3 N 
Distributed Force, w0  212.9 N/m 
Young Modulus, E  1.80E+09 Pa 
Cross section, b  0.050 m 
Sensor thickness, t  0.000230 m 
Inertial Moment, I 5.07E-14 m4 
Reaction in A, Ra 3.726 N 
Reaction in B, Rb 3.726 N 
Maximum Stress 73.9 MPa 
PVDF  yield stress 30.0 MPa 
PVDF Ultimate Tensile Strength 180.0 MPa 
 A key aspect from Table IX is the data shown for the yield and ultimate tensile strength. In 
fact, the yield stress given by the manufacturer is highlighted in red to bring the attention on 
the fact the sensor will get stressed beyond the elastic limit and it will consequently 
experience plastic deformation. The same information is presented to the reader in Table X, 
for the second analogy of a cantilever composite beam.  
 
 
 RESULTS TABLE FOR SENSOR DESIGN, CANTILEVER ANALYSIS. 
Constants Value Unit 
Area 0.002 m2 
Length, L 0.020 m 
Force, F 10.3 N 
Distributed Force, w0  195.7 N/m 
Young Modulus, E  1.80E+09 Pa 
Cross section, b  0.035 m 
Sensor thickness, t  0.000230 m 
Inertial Moment, I 4.06E-14 m4 
Moment in A, Ma 0.04 N m 
Reaction in A, Ra 3.91 N 
Maximum Stress 111.0 MPa 
PVDF  yield stress 30.0 MPa 
PVDF Ultimate Tensile Strength 180.0 MPa 
 
Similar conditions are expected for this load configuration. With these two analogies, the 
thickness of the piezoelectric material for this experiment was finally selected as 230 µm, 
and according to Table 7, the piezo film thickness is therefore selected as 110 µm, which can 
be provided by the manufacturer [87]. By analyzing both scenarios, the calculations show the 
mechanical response of the sensor is safe and conservative in terms of the ultimate tensile 
strength.  
3.3 Finite Element Analysis of the Contact Problem 
As stated in Chapter 2, real engineering contact problems can be highly non-linear; mainly if 
the surfaces undergoing in contact cannot be considered part of elastic bodies and cannot 
comply with the Hertz theory assumptions. The particular analysis of the contact interaction 
between the bone and the patient specific instrument is not the exception, and some of the 
assumptions made by Hertz Theory are not met, for example the friction consideration and 
the high congruency between the bone and the instrument.  
This particular section is therefore dedicated to the finite element analysis of the contact 
nature between the bone and the patient specific instrument. The computational analysis was 
conducted using ABAQUS/CAE 6.13-1 (Simulia, Dassault Systèmes) software. Table XI 
contains the summary of materials used in the analysis as well as the corresponding 
properties, including the properties of the piezoelectric film which will be analyzed in the 
Section 3.4.  
 
 SUMMARY FOR MATERIAL PROPERTIES USED IN FEA MODELS 
Property Bone Instrument Piezo film 
Material Human Bone Nylon 6-6 Dura Form® PA GoodFellow FV301301 
0.110 mm thick PVDF 
Poisson Ratio 0.366 0.4 0.34 
Young Modulus 1.3x1010 Pa 1.6x109 Pa 1.8x108 
d33 - - -20 pC/N 
d32 - - 2 pC/N 
d31 - - 18 pC/N 
Dielectric constant - - 12 @ 1MHz 
 
Although computational analysis is not the main focus of this work, is important to present 
some of the key aspects of the software and the model. At the beginning, contact between the 
bone and the instrument was evaluated through the “general contact” definition of the 
software, which is the more general type of contact given by the software [85]. Moreover, 
surface selection is vital for the model to run appropriately, and “slave” and “master” 
surface selection must be done carefully to have reliable results. In Abaqus, the slave surface 
contains the nodes that cannot penetrate the master surface, and the selection should be made 
to the surfaces less rigid and the stiffness is recommended to be smaller as well, allowing the 
deformation to occur. In terms of meshing, the slave surface should always be meshed finer 
than the master counterpart, as well as master surfaces should be smooth [85].  
In general, the methodology followed in this contact analysis also applies for the piezoelectric 
case to be developed in the next section. A summary of the steps followed to build the model 
taking into consideration all of the above aspects, is depicted in Figure 3.3.1 and can be listed 
as follows: 
1. Elastic domains are added to all bodies, the sensor also included the piezoelectric 
domain. 
2. The step definition: Quasi-static analysis was chosen through the software option of 
Dynamics, implicit. The increment “n” was set at n = 0.05.  
3. Interactions between domains: Surface-to-Surface contact was defined by the penalty 
factor method with the tangential option selected. Different friction coefficients (µ) were 
tested, results for µ = 0.10 and µ = 0.25 are shown in the results. The proper master-
slave surface selection is crucial. Master is the body undergoing higher mechanical 
deformation.  
4. The load is defined as a displacement in the z direction. For the guide-bone analysis, is 
set at 1.3 mm. The initial gap between bodies is 0.6 mm, as a result, the displacement 
gets additional 0.7 mm acting as pushing force onto the bone surface, translated in 
constant force. This approach was chosen because of convergence issues when modeling 
with applied force as boundary condition. The final value of 1.3 mm of displacement is 
selected after an iterative process. When the piezoelectric is added, the displacement is 
set to move the guide 11.25 mm towards the bone, pushing the piezoelectric film in the 
middle. An output voltage boundary condition is also added to read the piezoelectric 
response. 
5. Mesh: Tetrahedral elements are selected for standard and well known convergence 
results. The body with the slave surface must be meshed finer than the master. For the 
guide-bone contact analysis, the bone is selected as master, thus the global element size 
is selected at 1.75. The instrument is then selected as slave and the global size element 
is 1.25. Same rationale when including the piezo sensor: the film to be the slave and thus 
global element of 0.50; while guide and bone to be selected as masters and element sizes 
of 2.00 and 1.50, respectively.  
 
 
Figure 3.3.1. Finite Element Analysis process followed for model convergence. 
    
An important aspect that was noticed prior meshing the bodies is that the instrument complex 
geometry and features are difficult to mesh since they would consume a considerable amount 
of computational resources. Therefore, the instrument geometry was simplified to 
concentrate the analysis only at the contact interface. Figure 3.4.2 shows the meshing result 
under this simplification of the instrument geometry. 
 
 
Figure 3.3.2. Mesh result according to the slave and master surface selection with the simplified instrument, 
a) only bone and instrument contact analysis and b) piezoelectric film included in the model. 
 
After the meshing, interactions and all of the software required inputs are defined and the 
model is submitted for computational analysis. Figure 3.3.3a) represents the result of the 
interaction between the bone and the guide right at the contact interface when the friction 
factor, µ = 0.25 has been selected. Figure 3.3.3b) shows the contact result when µ = 0.10. For 
these images, the instrument has been hidden from the model. An interesting observation 
from both results is that the middle right and lower left sections have a small contribution to 
the contact interface, which indicates the instrument did not fully fit on the bone surface at 
the region where a nearly fully conformal contact was expected according to its design. 
Because of this finding, virtual springs with very low constants (k = 0.001 N/m) were added 
in the yx-plane, allowing the instrument to translate and slide a bit onto the bone surface 
without compromising convergence. 
 
 
Figure 3.3.3. Contact analysis results from FEA; a) High friction simulation resulting in 159.6 MPa as 
maximum pressure and b) Low friction simulation resulting in contact stress of 147.3 MPa. 
 
After the springs were added, the model processing time was decreased and the convergence 
was smoother, however, the behavior was the same as Figure 3.3.3. These findings should be 
validated through the sensor experimental data and brought to discussion when evaluating 
sensor output.  
At this point, the analytical approximation can be evaluated at the node coordinate for the 
maximum contact pressure shown in Figure 3.3.3a). At this location, the radii of curvature 
are measured from the CAD software, the values obtained are: R1 = 87.5 mm and R2 = 94.5 
mm.  Radii definition is shown in Figure 2.4.3. Also, the theoretical normal force F applied 
to the instrument is needed. It was found at 9.80 N, according to statistical experiments 
carried out previously.  
Evaluating these values in Eq. (2.4.6), (2.4.7) and Eq. (2.4.8) gives a maximum contact 
pressure of 140.8 MPa. This value differs by approximately 11.8% from the 159.6 MPa 
found in the FEA results, shown in Figure 3.3.3a). Repeating the exercise with the low 
friction results from Figure 3.3.3b) gives 4.4% of difference from the 147.3 MPa found in 
the FEA results. Although small, these differences can be potentially explained by the 
assumptions of the analytical approach compared to the FEA model.  For example, the 
computational analysis considered the effect of friction through the Penalty contact method, 
while the Hertz theory neglects the friction contribution. In fact, the reason of showing two 
results with different friction coefficients, is to demonstrate that the results from finite 
element analysis get closer to the results from Hertz theory as the friction goes down, 
verifying the accuracy of the finite element model, at a theoretical level.    
Figure 3.3.4a) and Figure 3.3.4b) show the contact shear pressure in x- and y-directions, 
respectively (ABAQUS notation). In case of the x-shear pressure component, is interesting 
to see that the lower left and middle right sections are not contributing to the contact when 
the instrument tries to slide to the left or to the right, just as recently discussed for Figure 
3.3.3. The change in the sign obeys the curvature of the bone itself, and the direction of the 
shift. Same situation is observed with shear pressure contact in y-direction.  
 
 
Figure 3.3.4. Shear contact pressure results from FEA, a) Shear in x- direction, b) Shear in y-direction. Units 
in MPa. 
 
The value added by the shear stress results from the contact modeling, which is good 
agreement with outcome observed in normal contact pressure. Despite the final output of the 
sensor being developed in this work, the result from the contact analysis is introducing a new 
insight that might be interesting to develop in further detail, in terms of the instrument design 
and geometry.  
3.4 Finite Element Analysis of the Thin Piezo Electric Film 
Given the final thickness for the entire sensor, the finite element analysis is conducted under 
the assumption that the sensor is a homogenous material whose final thickness is the sum of 
all of the layers and the entire thickness can be considered as just one material with the 
weaker mechanical properties [84]. This assumption was addressed in Section 3.2 when 
mechanical analysis was conducted. Generally for this case, the weaker element is the 
piezoelectric material, thus the analysis is conducted as if the sensor was only a piezoelectric 
film with the entire array thickness.  
By following the same methodology listed in the Section 3.3, a new geometric model is 
submitted for analysis including the sensor as a film between the instrument and the bone. 
Figure 3.4.1 shows the electrical response obtained by the PVDF when pressed between the 
instrument and the bone. The output voltage ranges from -87 mV to +50 mV. The positive 
and negatives values for the output potential are because of the d33 negative coefficient value 
from Table II, where a concave curvature in the z-direction produces negatives voltages and 
a convex curvature produces positive values. 
 
 
Figure 3.4.1. Electrical potential distribution from FEA; electrical in response to the mechanical deformation, 
units in V. 
 
In addition, Figure 3.4.1 shows the location of the maximum and minimum voltage outputs 
at the bottom sections of the instrument, which complies with the Von Mises stress shown in 
Figure 3.3.3, where the highest stress values are found at the same locations. This is also in 
good agreement with Eq. (2.5.1), when higher piezoelectric responses are produced as result 
of higher mechanical stress. The Von Mises stress distribution from Figure 2.4.6 also 
indicates that the maximum stress value is not higher than 125 MPa (red scale), which is still 
a safe value with respect to the tensile strength of the material [81].   
 
 
Figure 3.4.2. Von-Mises stress distribution, a) Front view without patient instrument and, b) Lateral view 
showing instrument. Units in MPa. 
 
Further information can be extracted from analyzing particular mesh elements. The data for 
the mesh element with the highest positive piezoelectric response (+50 mV), located at the 
lower left section of the instrument, is extracted from the software and shown graphically in 
Figure 3.4.3.  
As expected, the electric response of the piezoelectric film and the mechanical stress are 
closely related, also predicted by Eq. (2.5.1) and shown in green and yellow series from 
Figure 3.4.3. However, the importance of this graph is to evaluate the voltage range at which 
the sensor is only sensing mechanical deformation but not contact pressure. 
By looking the stress behavior as depicted by the yellow series in Figure 3.4.3, the mechanical 
deformation starts approximately at 0.8 mm, where the sensor begins to adopt the shape of 
the bone; afterwards and up to approximately 6.4 mm the instrument approaches to the bone 
pushing the sensor in between, but no contact is made yet.  
 
 
Figure 3.4.3. Relation between mechanical properties and the electric output from mesh element with highest 
positive voltage reading. 
 
 
As shown by the green series, the voltage output at 6.4 mm is close to 20 mV, indicating that 
readings below this value do not correspond to actual contact. Right after this point the 
contact pressure starts increasing rapidly and voltages above 25 mV now indicate the 
piezoelectric is being pressed by the instrument until the displacement has reached the 
maximum value, approximately at 7.7 mm. One particular section of interest is the nearly 
constant value of contact pressure between 7 mm and 7.7 mm, which could be possibly 
explained as a stabilization period occurring when the instrument slides on the bone surface 
until it fits, similarly to the situation observed when explaining the contact results in Figure 
3.3.3 and the use of virtual springs in the computational analysis. This information is highly 
important for the development of the acquisition system for the sensor and for the 
interpretation of data, particularly because it allows establishing a threshold limit for making 
a difference from surfaces in true conforming contact and surfaces only bending the sensor. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 
Results and Analysis 
4.1 Sensor Assembly 
4.2 Data Acquisition System and Testing Fixture. 
4.3 Test Results and Analysis 
4.1 Sensor Assembly 
The sensor array, shown in Chapter 3 through different images, was designed using EAGLE 
7.2.0 Graphical Layout Editor for Windows (CADSoft Computer). Thus, the copper traces 
forming the electrodes were laid out using the software. Some additional length was added 
to provide the corresponding soldering spots for each line. Figure 4.1.1 illustrates both, the 
vertical and horizontal electrodes patterns. 
 
 
Figure 4.1.1. Layout of the vertical and horizontal electrodes, a) vertical and b) horizontal. 
 
As observed in Figure 4.1.1, the thickness of each line or trace is 1 mm with the distance 
between them as well of 1 mm. However, the commercial soldering pins have pitch of 0.1 in 
between each pin, and thus some small deviations at the end of each trace had to be 
introduced. Once the layout is complete, the files are exported to be printed in the polyamide 
substrate as previously discussed. Upon this flexible circuit printing, the top and bottom 
electrodes are ready for assembly. The company LeitOn (Berlin, Germany) was contacted for 
developing the prototypes. Figure 4.1.2 shows the result of the flexible printed circuits based 
on the layout shown in Figure 4.1.1.  
  
Figure 4.1.2. Actual printed vertical and horizontal electrodes on the polyamide substrate (with adhesive 
layer on). 
 
The 3M adhesive (467MP) is incorporated in the flexible printed circuit shown in Figure 
4.1.2 in between the traces of the printed copper patterns. As expected, is needed to peal the 
adhesive cover layer to reveal the printed pattern. Afterwards, the electrode is ready to be 
assembled with the piezoelectric film. It has been mentioned that the piezoelectric is a PVDF 
film from the company GoodFellow (Cambridge, England) under the model of FV301301. 
Its specifications are: uni-axial PVDF film of 0.110 mm thickness and 50x50mm2 of total 
area. Figure 4.1.3 shows the assembled sensor, with an additional view of the piezoelectric 
film.  
 
 
Figure 4.1.3. Assembled sensor as the structured discussed in chapter 3, a) frontal oblique view of the array 
of sensing nodes and b) piezoelectric film purchased from GoodFellow, company model FV301301. 
 
Upon assembly of the sensor, the corresponding pins are soldered to enable communication 
of each trace with an external acquisition data system. Figure 4.1.3 also shows the pins 
soldered to the electrodes which will be needed to connect to an external data acquisition 
board, as recently mentioned.  
Because of the high number of entries needed to extract information from each line, the 
communication process from the sensor to a computer based system is challenging. 
Furthermore, the output signal range expected from the sensor shown in the results of the 
computational analysis, is also adding complexity to the acquisition data since the signals are 
very small. Additional details about the electronics required to extract the data, as well as the 
mechanical test bench developed to run the test cases, are discussed in the Section 4.2. 
4.2 Data Acquisition System and Test Fixture.  
Two sub-systems are required to start reading the output from the sensor assembly and verify 
the results with those given by the finite element analysis. First, the electronic data 
acquisition system (DAQ) must be defined for the voltage range that is expected as output 
from the sensor. The acquisition system must then be responsible for amplifying the signal, 
performing a signal selection due to the large amount of signal coming from the sensor 
(multiplexing), verifying the signal sign in order to evaluate negative values and lastly, send 
the data to an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) which for this application is selected through 
an Arduino board (mega 2560). After the Arduino processes the signal and converts it to a 
digital number, the values are stored in matrix form using the coordinates from the sensor 
nodes and a 3D surface plot is expected as final output. Figure 4.2.1 shows a high level 
description of the sequence of steps the signal must go through in order to get visualized by 
the computer based system.  
 
 
Figure 4.2.1. High level view of the steps followed by the sensor output. 
 
Despite data acquisition systems and boards are highly known and there are multiple options 
from commercial solutions, the monetary cost of getting a standard and out of the shelf 
acquisition board is beyond the budget available for the thesis. This is mainly due to the 
specifications needed to process the data from the sensor. Consequently, a custom made 
system must be designed and built in order to read the signals from the sensor.  
The circuit proposed to perform the acquisition of the signal, is shown below in Figure 4.2.2. 
Considering the output from the computational analysis seen in the previous chapter, the 
voltage range is expected – to this point – to be somewhere in between -50 mV and +80 mV, 
depending on the bending direction from the piezo film. Based on this input, the components 
for the data acquisition system are selected and the circuit is designed and proposed. 
 
 
Figure 4.2.2. Designed circuit for the data acquisition system. 
 
The components for the circuit shown above are selected to operate at -5V as VEE and +5V 
as VCC. The logic of the circuit is to first take the signal and amplify its value with an 
operational amplifier (op amp) connected as a non-inverting type with a gain factor of 1:11, 
meaning that the output from the op amp will be 11 times larger than the input. In order for 
this to happen, the values in R1 and R2 are chosen to be 10kΩ and 1kΩ, respectively. Moving 
forward, the amplified signal now enters in a 16-channel multiplexer responsible for selecting 
the corresponding value given the corresponding coordinate from the sensor. The multiplexer 
is logically controlled by the Arduino, which contains a custom made program to control 
these multiplexers as function of the coordinate in the sensor matrix. Appendix B contains 
the code for how the Arduino is programmed to control the multiplexers in terms of the array 
coordinates, the reader is encouraged to take a look to the matter if further information is 
required.  
After the multiplexing stage, the signal feed three components: an op amp connected as a 
inverting amplifier with gain factor equals to 1 (R3 = R4 = 10kΩ); an op amp connected as 
a comparator to a voltage reference, in this case ground (GND) to produce saturated output 
voltages (+VCC) when the signal is larger than zero and to produce a zero voltage output when 
the signal is smaller than zero (i.e. negative value). This VCC/0V output from the comparator 
controls the selection pin in the next component in the circuitry: the 2-channel multiplexer, 
which as has been recently stated, is controlled by the comparator and selects the signal from 
the 16-channel multiplexer whenever positive or from the inverting amplifier whenever a 
negative value is found. In addition, this 2-channel multiplexer is the third components 
receiving the signal from the 16-channel multiplexer. Finally, the signal enters to the Arduino 
for the analog to digital conversion process. Figure 4.2.3 illustrates a block diagram for the 
entire acquisition board that has been designed. 
 
 
Figure 4.2.3. Block diagram for the DAQ board design. 
 
An important consideration at this point, is that Figure 4.2.3 is not a complete schematic for 
the board. The complete schematic along with the bill of materials (BOM) is also found on 
Appendix C. Also, this block diagram includes an oscilloscope connected to three important 
sections: first, directly connected to the raw signal from the sensor, a second probe connected 
to the output of the op amp amplifiers and finally, after the 16 channels multiplexors. This 
information will be relevant in next section when describing the results obtained. More 
importantly, when creating the final layout for the DAQ system, it must be considered that 
the sensor needs a reference voltage to produce the electric potential when the mechanical 
input is applied, i.e. ground connection. As a result, a decision was made to connect some of 
the inputs of the sensor to ground on the board, with the intended use of generating a reference 
voltage. When making this decision, the pins connected to ground were selected every two 
signals, intercalating a signal then a ground connection, then a signal and so on. As a 
downside, this configuration will reduce the resolution of the sensor to the half, because  half 
of the lines are to be grounded in both the top and the bottom electrode. Figure 4.2.4 shows 
the updated block diagram with the recently grounded connections added.  
 
 
Figure 4.2.4. Modified Block diagram for the DAQ board design with ground connections. 
 
To better explain the resolution reduction and how this modification to the board schematic 
is affecting the sensor, an equivalent image is created to depict the equivalent connection. 
 Figure 4.2.5. Modified Sensor pins output with ground connections. 
 
In Section 4.3, test case No.1, the results will be discussed when connecting the sensor under 
this “coarse configuration”. In fact, the DAQ board was manufactured to acquire data under 
this configuration. Moving forward with the stages of DAQ system development, the final 
layout is shown in Figure 4.2.6 for a two level printed circuit board (PCB) with power routing 
of approximately 6.1 mm thick (0.024 in) and 4.0 mm for the signal routing (0.016in).  
 
 
Figure 4.2.6. DAQ board layout for two copper layers. 
 
In addition to the block diagram components shown in Figure 4.2.4, the final layout of the 
board included a voltage regulator circuit to always deliver +/-5V through the entire board, 
which can be appreciate it at the lower right corner of the layout. More information can also 
be found on Appendix C. The selected manufacturer house to print this circuit board was 
Advanced Circuits (Colorado, United States). Figures 4.2.7 and 4.2.8 show the PCB without 
components and the fully soldered board as well.  
 
 
Figure 4.2.7. Non-soldered PCB. 
 
At the beginning, all the vias were soldered to communicate the top and bottom copper. 
Afterwards, the components were put in place and soldered to the board as seen in the image 
below.  
 
 
Figure 4.2.8. All components soldered PCB. 
Once the PCB is in place, the system is almost ready to start taking the outputs from the 
sensor. So far, the only pending task prior initiating the readings is the mechanical test bench 
or fixture to provide a well-known pressure value to the sensor and compare after the measure 
has been made.  
To address this particular requirement, a pneumatic based fixture was developed to hold and 
align the instrument, sensor and bone in one place and in one direction. The aim of this fixture 
or test bench is to provide a more stable measurement on the system and to provide the sensor 
with known pressure values. Figure 4.2.9 shows the physical assembly with all of the 
components in place, including the custom made PCB and the Arduino, all wired together.  
 
 
Figure 4.2.9. Test pneumatic fixture. 
 
An important fact is that the pressure regulator is calibrated at +/-3% on the analog scale of 
the gauge and the pressure increments can be read every 2.0 psi. Finally, it is important to 
mention the diameter of the pneumatic actuator, since it will be responsible for delivering the 
pressure to the instrument and from this to the sensor. The actuator is purchased from 
McMaster Carr (Illinois, United States) under the code 1691T86, impact-resistant air 
cylinder, round face, 0.25 in outer diameter, and 2.0 in of stroke. With this information, and 
the experimental force determined in section 3.2.1experienced by the instrument when 
pressed onto the bone, it is possible to estimate the amount of compressed air pressure that is 
needed to obtain approximately 10.5 N of force on the instrument. From basics mechanics, 
it is well known that, 
 
 𝑃 =  
𝐹
𝐴
 (4.2.1) 
 
Pneumatic 
actuation on the 
instrument 
Fixed Sensor Instrument 
PCB and 
Arduino 
Where P is the pressure coming from the compressed air supply, F is the force applied to the 
rod and, A the area of the rod. Table XII contains the results of the fixture set up. 
 
 FIXTURE PNEUMATIC PRESSURE EQUIVALENCE TO THE INSTRUMENT 
Magnitude Value Units 
Pressure (regulated from the pressure indicator) 48 Psi 
Pressure 330.9 kPa 
Actuator diameter 0.25 in 
Actuator diameter 6.35 mm 
Actuator area 3.16692E-05 m^2 
Force 10.5 N 
 
As seen in Table XII, it takes about 48 psi, which is equivalent to 330.9 kPa, to produce a 
force of 10.5 N on the instrument, which is a close approximation to the mean force value 
extracted from the experiment conducted in Section 3.2.1. 
4.3 Test Results and Analysis 
Following all the set up and the wiring from the test fixture, the PCB and the Arduino, the 
testing process takes place. The only aspect that has not been addressed in detail to this point 
is the Arduino program or source code for the application, which contains the controlling bits 
for the multiplexing in the PCB and additionally performs the reading from the analog input 
and displays the digital response. In Appendix B, the source code with the corresponding 
comments can be found. The following experiments were conducted:  
1. First run with entire system connected: At first, the whole system is wired up, the program 
is uploaded to the Arduino and the pressure is regulated at 20 psi (137.9 kPa), pushing the 
instrument with a resulting force of 4.4 N. The response from the Arduino is printed in a 
matrix form that is shown in Table XIII below. As seen, the values read from each node of 
the sensor are always close to the maximum value of 1023 bits returned by the Arduino, and 
the matrix is filled with similar values entirely. In terms of the Arduino functionality, the 
AnalogRead function from the analog inputs takes signals from 0V to +5V and converts them 
to digital outputs from 0 to 1023 in a bits scale. The Arduino resolution when converting 
from analog to digital is 0.0049 V, which means that the output from the DAQ board is close 
to 5V, as 1023*0.0049 = 5.0127V. This result is telling that all of the operational amplifiers 
are getting close or they are all at the saturated value, which is equivalent to the input voltage 
VCC, in this case +5V.  
 
 ARDUINO DIGITAL OUTPUT MATRIX (COARSE READING) 
x- coordinates (mm) 
  2 6 10 14 18 22 26 30 34 
y
- 
co
o
r
d
in
a
te
s 
(m
m
) 
2 1023 993 1023 1023 1023 1000 1023 1023 1023 
           
6 1023 993 1023 1023 1023 1000 1023 1023 1023 
           
10 1023 993 1023 1023 1023 1000 1023 1023 1017 
           
14 1023 993 1023 1023 1023 1000 1023 1023 1023 
           
18 1023 976 1023 1023 1023 1000 1023 1023 1023 
           
22 1023 993 1023 1023 1023 1000 1023 1023 1023 
           
26 1023 993 1023 1023 1023 1000 1023 1023 1015 
           
30 1023 993 1023 1023 1023 1000 1023 1023 1023 
           
34 1023 993 1023 1023 1023 1000 1023 1023 1023 
           
38 1023 993 1023 1023 1023 1000 1023 1023 1023 
           
42 1023 993 1023 1023 1023 1000 1023 1023 1023 
           
46 1023 993 1023 1023 1023 1000 1023 1023 1023 
           
50 1023 993 1023 1023 1023 1000 1023 1023 1023 
 
Additionally, the pressure setting was changed from 20 psi (137.9 kPa) up to 80 psi (551.6 
kPa) in increments of 10 psi. The result was the same as shown in Table XIII, meaning that 
the amplifiers were still saturating at the VCC value and the DAQ was not responding to the 
change in the pressure applied to the sensor. More importantly, it was noticed that the digital 
values of the matrix remained the same even without applying any kind of pressure to the 
sensor. Immediately, the output after each amplifier was measured using an oscilloscope 
(Fluke industrial scope meter 125) connected to the probes as shown before in diagram from 
Figure 4.2.4, showing indeed 5V  relative to ground. The input signal from the sensor to the 
amplifier was also verified with the corresponding probes (see Figure 4.2.4 as well) and the 
result was oscillating between 0 and approximately 20 mV, which can be considered noise 
from the sensor. Another important aspect to be observed from the results in the matrix of 
Table XIII, is the resolution being decreased as result of the ground connections every two 
electrodes as it was discussed in previous section. By looking at the coordinates, it can be 
noticed that the node density is coarser than expected, as the sensor was design to have a 
sensing point or node every 2 mm (1 mm of pitch), the matrix in table shows the coordinates 
every 4 mm. Although not yet in conclusions, is clear that the connections made on the PCB 
designed as the DAQ board do not extract properly the information from the sensor. 
Fortunately, individual connections are possible for each sensor electrode (individual lines) 
and more testing was carried out in order to gain insight of the sensor output and behavior. 
Finally, an additional technical aspect was analyzed as a potential caused for the Arduino to 
steadily maintain the same values in each cell of the matrix: the time needed for the Arduino 
to read an analog input versus the switching time that it takes the multiplexers to switch from 
one input to another. For the custom designed DAQ board, the 16 channel multiplexer was 
the Maxim CMOS DG506A and the 2:1 channel multiplexer was the Analog Devices AD8180 
(see appendix C); and from the manufacturer datasheets it can be found that the switching 
times are .06 µs and .01 µs, respectively, whereas it takes about 100 µs for the Arduino to 
read the analog input. This numbers show that there is enough time for the multiplexers to 
do the switching and send the data to the Arduino. In fact, the Arduino will take 100 µs to do 
the reading, then it will send another flag for a new switching on the multiplexers and then it 
will take another 100 µs to do the second reading and so on. As a result, there is technical 
evidence that supports the Arduino and the DAQ are properly matched in terms of software 
communication and data transfer.        
 
2. Data acquisition board testing: Because of the previous results of the op amp getting at 
the saturation value, it is needed to evaluate whether the DAQ board is working as expected 
or not. One way to review this matter is connecting both channels from the oscilloscope to 
follow the same signal path: one channel connected to the raw signal from the sensor, and 
the second channel connected to the output of the amplifier from the same signal. The 
expectation is have a signal, on channel 2, 10 times bigger than the signal observed in channel 
1. Since the sensor output has not been verified at this point yet, it is required to enter a well-
known input from a signal generator so the board functionality can be evaluated. Using a 
FeelTech arbitrary Function signal generator, model FY32005, a square signal was generated 
with 50mV amplitude and 50Hz frequency. Under such parameters, the terminal of the signal 
generator was connected to the input of the amplifier and also to the channel 1 of the 
oscilloscope (in addition to the Fluke model previously used, a SainSmart oscilloscope model 
DDS-120 was also used); then the second channel of the oscilloscope was then connected to 
the output of the amplifier. Again, a 1:10 gain is expected. When using the SainSmart 
oscilloscope, the readings are actually taken in the computer through the device software.  
Figure 4.3.1 captures a screenshot of both channels measurements. 
 
 
Figure 4.3.1. Screenshot from the oscilloscope SainSmart DDS-120 model. 
 
Blue wave in the screenshot refers to the channel 1 measurement while the yellow one shows 
the date from channel 2. In the knobs observed in the middle-right section of the Figure 4.3.1, 
is observed that the scale from channel 1 (blue) is 10 times smaller than the scale in the 
yellow knob (channel 2). In fact, by looking at the waves ̛ amplitude is clear to appreciate that 
both signals are equivalent.  This is well supported by the scale factor seen in the middle-
right knobs. In summary, the DAQ board responded accordingly to design parameters and 
these results demonstrate that the issue observed in test case #1, is not due to the DAQ board 
itself. As a side note, this test was reproduced for every amplifier in the board, just to 
eliminate the uncertainty of having one chip broken or malfunctioning.  
 
3. Results from a unique node output, sensor characterization: Now that the DAQ board has 
been isolated and tested, and there is enough evidence to support that is working well, it is 
needed to understand the sensor response, in an isolated fashion as well. In order to run such 
a test, a particular node needs to be selected to extract the data from. Measuring the same 
node taken in Section 3.4, the vertical electrode was connected to ground and the horizontal 
electrode was connected to the channel of the oscilloscope (only one channel needed for this 
test case). Figure 4.3.2 illustrates an equivalent circuit to better explain how the connection 
was set. The following step after setting up the connections was to set up the pressure value, 
which was fixed to 20 psi (137.9 kPa) for the first value recorded.  
 
 
Figure 4.3.2. Schematic for one node sensor output reading. 
 
The sensor is analyzed as a capacitor with one plate to the ground and the other to the 
oscilloscope channel, with the piezoelectric film being the semiconductor in between the two 
plates. Although it might be obvious for the reader, is important to emphasize that this 
capacitor represents just one node, i.e. an intersection between a vertical bottom electrode 
and a horizontal top electrode.  
After the initial value reading, the pressure was incremented approximately every 5 psi and 
up to 80 psi (551.6 kPa). Every observation was recorded and tabulated in table XIV, under 
the “Raw Signal Output” column. The expectation from this experiment was to evaluate the 
relationship between the pressure and the output voltage. The results show, indeed, that the 
output voltage increases linearly as the pressure increases. Although simple, these results are 
important since provide evidence that the sensor is behaving as expected and the contact 
pressure information is there.  
 ISOLATED SENSOR CHARACTERIZATION DATA 
Compressed air Pressure (psi) Compressed air Pressure (kPa) Raw Signal Output (mV) 
20 137.9 128 
Compressed air Pressure (psi) Compressed air Pressure (kPa) Raw Signal Output (mV) 
25 172.4 140 
30 206.8 160 
35 241.3 170 
40 275.8 180 
45 310.3 200 
50 344.7 210 
55 379.2 240 
60 413.7 260 
65 448.2 280 
70 482.6 310 
75 517.1 330 
80 551.6 350 
 
An important aspect from Table XIV is the pressure value that is referred in the first two 
columns: they both correspond to the pneumatic pressure actuating on the test fixture, the 
first reported in psi units while the second is converted to kPa (SI units). This clarification is 
important since those pressure values should not be confused with the mechanical 
deformation the sensor will associate with the output voltage. In this matter, the third column 
has the output voltage generated as a result of the polarization in the piezo, which as per Eq. 
(2.5.1) will result because of the mechanical stress.  
Despite the sensor output seems to be working properly, the output signal is not being 
maintained over a period of time, as it should normally do. Instead, the signal disappears. In 
fact, the values written in Table XIV are the highest peak values observed and quickly the 
signal went back to noise. Even though a normal oscillation is expected at the beginning, as 
normally happens with data acquisition systems, it is also expected that the amplitude of this 
oscillation decreases down to a steady and final signal, which would be the true sensor value. 
Figure 4.3.3 shows an example of the signal form that is expected. 
 
 
Figure 4.3.3. Laser Doppler vibrometer signal read example for piezoelectric placed on a cantilever beam 
[87]. 
 
Conversely to Figure 4.3.3, the output signal registered by the oscilloscope (same result using 
Fluke Industrial Scope Meter 125 model and SainSmart DDS-120 model) changed when the 
pressure on the instrument was applied but rapidly decreased down to the value of the 
oscillation before the pressure peak was observed. In other words, the mean value of the 
signal should maintain a certain difference from the mean value before the pressure has been 
applied. However, this is not the case and the signal is getting back in the noise portion very 
quickly without being able to sustain. Figure 4.3.4 illustrates the situation. 
 
 
Figure 4.3.4. Source signal from sensor (yellow) and the corresponding amplified value. 
 
The deviation from what is expected can be attributed to the equivalent circuit within the 
oscilloscope, because of the internal RC circuit discharges the capacitor formed by the sensor. 
Another cause might be the small charge resulted from the polarization effect happing on the 
piezoelectric film. In fact, a very small charge or a very small polarization on the piezo 
combined with the equivalent impedance from the RC circuit within the scope meter, could 
potentially explain the rapid loss of the signal. Figure 4.3.5 is extracted from the SainSmart 
oscilloscope manufacturer datasheet and shows the device internal structure and the 
corresponding RC values.  
 
 Figure 4.3.5. SainSmart oscilloscope DDS-120 model device structure. 
 
While still suspecting about the low charge from the piezo, is not very practical to validate. 
In addition, the high peak observed when the pressure is applied, leads to think the piezo is 
actually generating a strong signal. However, the issue here is the difficulty to keep the signal 
up to a readable value. One of the things that was tried to maintain the signal, was to connect 
a voltage follower operational amplifier in between the sensor output and the DAQ board, 
however, this was done using prototypes circuit boards and saturations issues in the 
amplifiers made difficult to obtain the expected results. Thus, solving the saturations issues 
on DAQ board must be the first next step in order to perform further tests on the sensor. In 
fact, adding this voltage follower as a new component to the DAQ board is recommended for 
a second revision of the system, in the final chapter, more in this matter will be addressed.  
 
4. Results from directly measuring the output of one single node from the DAQ board:  Now 
that has been demonstrated that separately, the sensor and DAQ board are both functional, 
the same experiment has been conducted putting together the sensor and the DAQ board. The 
same sensor node was measured with both channels of the oscilloscope as well: channel 1 
connected to the signal coming out of the sensor and channel 2 connected to the output of the 
op amplifier. Figure 4.3.6 illustrates the corresponding circuit for better understanding.   
 
Figure 4.3.6. Schematic for one node sensor output reading when adding the DAQ board. 
 
Now both channels are taking data from the system, one from the sensor and the other from 
the DAQ board. For the readings in channel 1, the observations are expected to be very 
similar to the ones recorded in the previous test case, since the measuring location is the 
same: the raw output from the sensor. The method followed was the similar, at first, the 
compressed air pressure was set at 20 psi and then incremented every 5 psi to record the data 
in between. Table XV has the result of those measures in the “Source Signal Output” and 
“Amplified Signal Output” columns. A final column is added to calculate the experimental 
gain factor from the op amp relative to the theoretical gain factor of 1:10. In addition, the 
“Raw Signal Output” from the previous experiment was kept in order to compare results.  
 
 SENSOR WITH DAQ BOARD CHARACTERIZATION DATA 
Pressure (psi) Pressure (kPa) 
Raw 
Signal 
Output 
(mV) 
Source 
Signal 
Output 
(mV) 
Amplified 
Signal Output 
(V) 
Op Amp Gain Factor 
20 137.9 128 150 2.0 13 
25 172.4 140 160 2.3 14 
30 206.8 160 180 2.5 14 
35 241.3 170 200 2.7 14 
40 275.8 180 230 3.0 13 
45 310.3 200 240 3.2 13 
50 344.7 210 260 3.4 13 
55 379.2 240 280 3.6 13 
60 413.7 260 300 3.8 13 
65 448.2 280 320 4.0 13 
70 482.6 310 340 4.1 12 
75 517.1 330 360 4.2 12 
80 551.6 350 380 4.3 11 
 
The first and most interesting aspect from Table XV is the offset between the “Raw Signal 
Output” and “Source Signal Output”, which by the definition should be very close to each 
other. Basically because both are measured at the same location: the sensor output. In order 
to gain insight of the meaning of this offset, both columns are plotted as functions of the 
pressured of compressed air applied. Figure 4.3.7 shows the graphical relationship. 
  
 
Figure 4.3.7. Graphical representation of both series: the data from the sensor when no DAQ board is 
connected (orange) and the data from the sensor but when connecting the DAQ as a second channel to the 
oscilloscope (blue). 
 
The offset seen in the plot from Figure 4.3.7 is an interesting finding because it demonstrates 
a difference in the sensor output when measuring one way or another. This data is helpful for 
calibration considerations, since the offset can be potentially thought of a calibration factor 
for reading corrections. Taking the average difference between both sets of data, the mean 
offset for the sensor reading is 34 mV.  
To this point, it has been widely discussed how an external pressure from compressed air 
generates a certain amount of voltage out from the piezoelectric sensor. It might been 
confusing, however, to discuss the differences between an external pressure and the 
mechanical stress produced in the piezo as a response of such external pressure. In other 
words, the external pressure will produce a mechanical stress (measured also in the same 
units) that will translate to a voltage signal. The fact of having both, the external pressure and 
the mechanical deformation, in the same units of measure, makes it a little more confusing.  
Thus, it is necessary to understand the equivalence of the output voltage with the mechanical 
deformation happening within the piezoelectric as a result of the external pressure. For this, 
equations from chapter 2 can be recalled, where Eq. (2.5.3) gives the polarity generated as a 
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result from the mechanical stress, and Eq. (2.5.4) gives the polarity as function of the 
generated voltage. Therefore, both equations can be rearrange and written as, 
  
 𝜎 =  
𝐷
𝑑33
 (4.3.1) 
 
Where σ represents the mechanical stress, usually in MPa, D is the polarity induced in the 
piezoelectric and d33 is the piezoelectric coefficient in the z-direction. In addition, the polarity 
can be expressed as,  
 
 𝐷 =  
𝑉𝜀33
𝑡
=
𝑉𝜀𝑃𝑉𝐷𝐹𝜀0
𝑡
 (4.3.2) 
 
Where t is the thickness of the piezo film, V is the voltage generated and measured by the 
experimental setup, εPVDF is the dielectric constant of the piezo film as per manufacturer data 
and ε0 is the free space or vacuum permittivity.  
Lastly, combining Eq. (4.3.1) and Eq. (4.3.2), the correlation between output voltage and 
mechanical stress can finally be found. 
  
 𝜎 =  
𝑉𝜀𝑃𝑉𝐷𝐹𝜀0
𝑡𝑑33
 (4.3.3) 
 
Eq. (4.3.3) is highly important as it allows correlate the voltage recorded by the oscilloscope 
and examining how much stress this voltage. In fact, correlating those values also allows 
starting the verification analysis regarding the computational analysis conducted in Chapter 
3. Table XVI shows the results of solving Eq. (4.3.3) for each generated voltage that was 
recorded in Table XV.  
 
 MECHANICAL DEFORMATION EXPRESSED AS THE STRESS INDUCED BY AN 
EXTERNAL PRESSURE APPLIED TO THE SENSOR. 
Raw Signal Out (mV) Source Signal Out (mV) Mechanical deformation (MPa) 
128 150 59.21 
140 160 64.77 
160 180 74.02 
170 200 78.64 
180 230 83.27 
200 240 92.52 
Raw Signal Out (mV) Source Signal Out (mV) Mechanical deformation (MPa) 
210 260 97.15 
240 280 111.03 
260 300 120.28 
280 320 129.53 
310 340 143.41 
330 360 152.66 
350 380 161.91 
 
Now, it is possible to examine the results from the finite element analysis with the recently 
data shown in Table XVI. It is important to remember, though, that when building the model 
for the finite element analysis, the force applied to the instrument was considered as a result 
of the distance increments and the force was increased slowly as the distance decreased. In 
contrast, the force is suddenly applied in the experimental arrangement and actually there is 
some linear momentum added to the system. This difference is important to keep in mind 
when examining Figure 4.3.8, which shows the results from the finite element analysis and 
the results from the experimental data.  
 
 
Figure 4.3.8. Graphical comparison between a) experimental data gathering and b) Computational analysis 
results. 
 
Despite both graphs are quite different, with some help it can be noticed the output voltage 
is considerable different from the computational analysis and the experimental data. By 
looking at the end of the green series in Figure 4.3.8b), the maximum voltage reading is 
expected to be close to 45 mV for about 90 MPa of mechanical stress in the piezo, whereas 
at the equivalent mechanical stress, the reading in the experimental arrangement is between 
200 mV and 250 mV, depending on the series evaluated from the graph shown in figure 
4.3.8a). As discussed recently, the offset between these two sets of data can be analyzed as a 
correction factor for the DAQ system, which will lead to choose the 200 mV as the corrected 
value. Under this assumption, the experimental results are 4.4 times bigger than the numbers 
given by the computational analysis.  One potentially explanation for such a difference lies 
in the inability for the measurement system to maintain the signal value after the initial 
oscillation. This step response in the measurements led to record the peak on each 
observation, which is expected to be substantially bigger than the attenuated value. In fact, 
upon the correct functionality, the sensor must sustain the signal value while the mechanical 
deformation and the external force are still applied. Anticipating some thoughts on the 
conclusions for this work, the data gathered within this test case is not suitable for direct 
validation of the FEA results.  
Some more information was gathered during this experiment, found on the last two columns 
in Table XIV. Plotting the amplified signal that was also measured and recorded under the 
“amplified signal output” column lead to an interesting finding that is addressed by 
examining Figure 4.3.9. 
     
 
Figure 4.3.9. Graphical representation for the amplified signal from the DAQ board. 
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In more detail, there is a saturation closeness observed in Figure 4.3.9 where the values tend 
to saturation when higher pressure values are applied and the amplifier slope starts decreasing 
to a more horizontal line. This a typical behavior from operational amplifiers, and is also 
important to mention, that the pressure range at which the sensor is supposed to operate is 
not even close to such high values applied in this experiment. In fact, the nominal value for 
the sensor to operate is equivalent to 48 psi of compressed air pressure (330.9 kPa and 10.5 
N of force), as it has been widely discussed, therefore is not expected to use the sensor for 
inputs much greater than this. Moreover, if the force nominal value is increased by a 20% 
(~15 N) the equivalent compressed air pressure needed is about 60 psi, which as seen by 
Figure 4.3.8 is still within the safe range of the amplifier. This operational range for the sensor 
is a key output of this work.  
Additionally, it was noticed that the operational amplifier also saturates when disconnecting 
the channel one from the circuit in Figure 4.3.6, and goes back to normal immediately as the 
channel 1 is connected again acting as some kind of coupled circuit that increases the 
impedance as one components is disconnected, causing the amplifiers to saturate. This is also 
a potential cause for the entire system to fail when working all wired together, from 
experimental test case #1.  
 
5. Manually reading each row and each column with the corrected grounded connections: 
From all the testing, results and discussion so far, is demonstrated that extracting the 
information from the sensor will require further analysis. And although some more work 
needs to get done in order to extract the data more efficiently, the main thesis objective is to 
design and implement a sensor that works and also to provide a conclusion on whether or not 
the technology can be used for finished product. Under this line of thought, is has been 
demonstrated that the sensor is working and the data is being generated accordingly to the 
piezoelectric principles. The aim of this last test case is, then, to provide a final piece of 
evidence of the sensor output. The experiment setup is in general very similar to the previous 
one with a couple of important differences:  
The two channels of the oscilloscope are connected in the same way, channel number one to 
the sensor direct output and channel number two to the amplified signal coming from the 
amplifier. However, only the data from the amplified channel was recorded this time.  
Only one trace was plugged to the DAQ board inputs, the rest of each line was connected to 
ground. This was done for each line of both electrodes. In other words, the data collected in 
this experiment is either a column or a row, depending on which electrode was connected.  
The external compressed air pressure was fixed approximately at 48 psi (330.9 kPa) to 
generate a force of 10.5 N as determined and discussed in Chapter 3. 
At the end, two matrices were recorded, one for the rows and one for the columns. And 
finally, one single matrix is obtained by taking the average between the rows and the 
columns, as intersection points. The following expression is intended to provide better 
understanding of the data gathering, 
 
 
𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑑 =
𝑛𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑠 + 𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛𝑠
2
 
(4.3.4) 
 
where the nrows and ncolumns are the observed data from the experiment, while naveraged is the 
result of taking the average between the two gathered values. Taking the average between 
the row and column observation obeys a fully experimental approach, as there is no 
theoretical note on how collect the data from this sensor. Other thoughts on this were to take 
the absolute difference between the values but the resulting data had no sense at all. Same 
scenario when trying to sum both, rows and columns, the resulting magnitude of the data was 
just too high for the application to make sense. Basically, this is how it was found that when 
taking the average between the columns and the rows, the data took an interesting shape 
resembling the instrument contact surface, which is why, the data is presented in this way.  
The intention of this extensive experiment is attempt a 3D surface plot comprised by every 
single node on the sensor. Table XVII shows the entire array of values taking from the 
average of the rows and columns, by using Eq. (4.3.4). Moreover, the values observed in 
table XVII correspond the amplified voltages, in table XVIII, the same values will be 
translated to the corresponding mechanical stress as it was addressed in the test case #4, by 
using Eq. (4.3.3).  
 
 
 
 FULL RESOLUTION MEASUREMENT FOR THE SENSOR, AVERAGED VOLTAGES 
VALUES ON EACH NODE FROM THE COLUMNS AND ROWS. 
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There are two crucial aspects to consider after this data has been presented: first, the recently 
mentioned fact that the voltages values gathered in this experiment correspond to the 
amplified signal of the DAQ board, and second, the offset or correction factor of 34 mV 
found during test case #4 when evaluating the performance of the sensor with one just node 
being measured. The reason because these two factors are important is because the data 
shown in Table XVI already include the correction factor of 34 mV multiplied by the gain 
factor of 10 produced but the amplifiers in the DAQ board. More simply stated: a correction 
factor of 340 mV has been applied to all cells in Table XVII, subtracted from the result of 
expression (4.3.4). Finally, Figure 4.3.10 translates this data in a 3D surface plot by using the 
Matlab software (Massachusetts, United States).  
 
Figure 4.3.10. Entire sensor data collection, surface plot for electrical response, units in V. 
 
The surface generated by the software is the ultimate goal of this thesis work, since it finally 
depicts the entire sensor response when an external and known pressure is applied. 
Translating the voltages values to the mechanical deformation according to Eq. (4.3.3). Table 
XVIII is generated to finally show the true output of the sensor.   
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After the mechanical deformation has been expressed in terms of the stress at the piezofilm, 
a similar 3D surface plot is generated. An aspect to remind is that the relationship between 
the electrical and mechanical response in a piezoelectric material is linear, therefore, the 
expectation in terms of the shape of the 3D plot is to keep the same contour.  
 
Figure 4.3.11. Entire sensor data collection, surface plot for mechanical response, in MPa. 
 
The most wanted plot is finally generated with the data collected from the sensor and several 
observations can be related with the results from the FEA model in chapter 3. Prior to that, it 
is important to highlight the surface plot in Figure 4.3.11 is a “negative” for the contact 
surface between the instrument and the bone, and although it does not fully match with the 
true shape of the instrument, the regions of higher stress are correlated with the regions of 
higher stress in the FEA model as well. Figure 4.3.12 shows the two surfaces of the piezo 
film, one generated from the experiment and the other one from the FEA model results.  
   
Figure 4.3.12. Piezoelectric film surface plot, a) generated from the experimental data and b) generated by 
the FEA model results. 
 
An example of the correlation mentioned above, is the central and lower section of the 
piezoelectric film in both surface plots, where it can be appreciated that the stress is higher 
and gets concentrated for both cases. Same situation with the middle right and upper central 
sections, which show considerable lower stress in the surface plot from both, the sensor 
readings, as well as it does for the contact analysis results in the FEA model. An interesting 
fact from the experimental fixture is that the instrument is attached to the pneumatic actuator 
in the upper central section and therefore, it could have been expected more stress produced 
in that area. However, the experimental data shows otherwise but is actually good, since it 
follows and verifies the results from the finite element analysis.  
More insight from Figure 4.3.12 shows another key aspect that has been discussed to some 
degree in this work: the magnitude of the mechanical stress translated from the voltage 
readings compared with the mechanical stress from the Von Mises distribution calculated by 
the Abaqus software. As discussed in test case #3, the peak voltages recorded are 
approximately 4.4 bigger than the voltages values from the simulations, which should also 
be reflected in the stress calculated. This is seen by reviewing the color scale in both surface 
plots, for example, the experimental data shows stress values close to 150 MPa, while the 
simulations results show that the higher values are in between 50 to 100 MPa (the green and 
some yellow portions). This results show a difference rate from 0.5 times to 1.0 time higher 
mechanical stress from the experimental data. An expected question would be why this 
difference is not the same as the 4.4 times in magnitude observed in the voltage readings. 
The answer to that question relies on the Von Mises stress distribution from the software, 
which is a distribution that considers the stress from each direction and creates an average as 
function of the general state of stress, whereas the stress calculated from Eq. (4.3.3) only 
considers the effect of the piezo coefficient d33 for the z-direction or the thickness of the 
piezo. Therefore, it can be expected that the true Von Mises distribution with the voltages 
generated by the sensor get higher than the distribution shown by the Matlab software.  
 
6. Verifying sensor output by inducing an incorrect alignment of the instrument relative to 
the bone model: To finally complete the testing of the sensor, the instrument was misaligned 
from the correct position and the same force from test case #5 was exerted on the instrument 
through the compressed air actuator. The misalignment between the bone and the instrument 
was measured with a standard goniometer and it was fixed at 20° clockwise. Figure 4.3.13 
shows how the instrument was rotated to achieve the 20° of difference between the bone and 
the instrument.  
 
 
Figure 4.3.13. Rotation of the instrument relative to the bone model fixed position. Angle measured to be 20° 
clockwise. 
 
Since the instrument was not externally fixed to hold this rotation, eventually it rotates back 
to the correct position as a response of the force being applied by the pneumatic actuator. 
However, the measurements were collected upon the initial contact of the misaligned 
instrument and the bone. That initial peak of voltage was the one recorded for the data 
gathering of this test case. Besides this difference, the methodology was the same and a table 
mostly similar to the ones shown in test case #5 was recorded and the following 3D surface 
plot was generated as a result.  
 
 
Figure 4.3.14. Pressure map resulting from an incorrect alignment of the patient specific instrument 
pressed on the bone, with a rotation angle of 20° clockwise. 
 
As seen in Figure 4.3.14, there is no clear pattern of the instrument following the surface of 
the bone, which is expected since the misalignment mentioned previously. In fact, by looking 
Figure 4.3.13, it can be seen who the sensor is reading more pressure from the sections under 
higher bending moments induced by the bad placement of the instrument. The two lower 
rows located approximately at 9 mm and 19 mm coordinates in the y-axis, correspond to 
areas of little contact between the two bodies, however, the data from the columns allowed 
to follow the bending profile of the sensor.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER 5 
 
Conclusions and Further Work 
5.1 Conclusions 
5.2 Future Work 
5.1 Conclusions   
Three milestones enabled the completion of this thesis work: need for the application, 
theoretical background and design implementation. The first is the Total Ankle Replacement 
and the patient specific instrumentation background, understanding the application and 
illustrating the value added by developing a flexible and surface adjustable sensor. Then, the 
second milestone was achieved by combining the theory from piezoelectric effect, classical 
mechanics, and MEMS fabrication and modeling techniques; allowing a new design creation 
through well-known technologies to a fairly new application in the orthopedics market. This 
milestone was completed when final geometry was designed and when the finite element 
analysis simulated that geometry. The third and biggest milestone was achieving sensor 
physical assembly, designing and building a DAQ board system and setting up an experiment 
using a custom made fixture to perform the testing; this milestone was successfully achieved 
when generating the surface plot seen in Figure 4.3.13 as the final outcome of this work. In 
general, a sensor prototype was designed, built and tested by successfully combining the 
piezoelectric, MEMS and patient specific instrumentation technologies. A considerable 
amount of testing was carried out in order to obtain data from this sensor, and some particular 
conclusions can be addressed more specifically:  
 The aim of this work is to develop an instrument capable of helping surgeons when 
placing patient specific instruments onto the bone surface, for Total Ankle Replacement. 
Through the combination of piezoelectric materials, MEMS techniques, and patient 
specific instrumentation technology, the sensor was successfully designed and 
implemented. In addition, several data has been collected to demonstrate this technology 
combination works and is capable of providing valuable information. This data however, 
also shows the prototype sensor needs design adjustments and additional work in order 
to be used as final product in the healthcare industry. For example, the sensor ability to 
adopt the surface match region between the bone and the instrument is not ideal for a 
surgeon to use it in the operating room, as the thickness of the assembled sensor does not 
allow an easy bending of the sensor and additional effort might be require to install the 
sensor in between the patient bone and the instrument. In fact, this is the main reason why 
a test fixture was built, since it was necessary to keep the sensor fixed in the middle of 
the instrument and the bone. In summary, the sensor is “alive” and generating valuable 
data for the application, but more work needs to get done in order to have this working 
as a finished product.    
 Regarding sensor prototype construction, the research conducted in this thesis work 
provide evidence that the combined technology of piezoelectric materials and MEMS 
fabrication techniques in flexible substrates, can be successfully applied to flexible 
sensing applications where a contact map needs to be generated. It is also concluded that 
the mechanical design for this sensor was conservative and the ideal flexibility of the 
assembled sensor is not achieved. More importantly, the mechanical design using PVDF 
as the piezoelectric material, will always result in plastic deformations since the stress 
generated by the application is always greater than the yield limit, reported to be 30 MPa 
from the manufacturer. These data is shown from three different scenarios: 1. Theoretical 
design where the stress calculated by the maximum moment was 73.9 MPa and 111.0 
MPa for two cases analyzed, both higher than the material yield limit. 2. Simulated stress 
distribution from the FEA analysis where the magnitudes of the stress range between 50 
MPa and 100 MPa and 3. From the experimental data documented in test case #5 where 
the stress reaches values as high as 150 MPa, which is also higher than the yield limit. 
More simply stated, since the sensor will always operate higher than the elastic limit, it 
is concluded that the mechanical design for the sensor can be less conservative and 
thinner piezo films, with thinner copper electrodes and thinner polyamide substrates, 
should be considered to gain a more surface-adjustable type of sensor. Aligned with the 
above conclusion, is the sensor resolution. The width of the copper traces for the 
electrodes needs to be able to provide higher resolution or sensing nodes by unit of area 
(cm2 for example), therefore the width needs to be decreased from the current 1.0 mm. 
This is easily observed in Figure 4.3.13 where the FEA results are compared with the 
experimental data through surface plots. In this image, the thick mesh of the built sensor 
is appreciated.  
 The data acquisition system needs to be redesigned to better extract the data from the 
sensor. Reducing the sensor resolution by connecting ground traces in the same electrode, 
led to zero reaction from the system and the information from the piezoelectric activity 
cannot be extracted this way, as explained in section 4.2 and test case #1. One potential 
explanation relies on electric potential basics, where having an entire array of ground 
connections next to “sensing” lines all along the column and row electrodes, does not 
help creating the right conditions for the electrical potential. A probe of this is observed 
when connecting the sensing lines in one electrode and the ground connections in the 
electrode on the front, across the piezoelectric film. Despite only one trace was connected 
as sensing line in the experiment documented in case #5, it can be seen that having ground 
connections in front helps creating the electric field required for the piezoelectric effect 
to happen. In summary, when extracting data from the sensor, one entire electrode must 
be connected to ground and the electrode on the front should be connected to the input of 
the DAQ board, afterwards, they can change positions in order to extract the information 
from the other electrode. In fact, the conclusion directly affects the DAQ board design 
and layout, which should be changed accordingly. Also related to the testing of the sensor, 
are the signal processing issues, which are independent from the data acquisition system. 
This is important to clarify since it has been already concluded that a second revision for 
the DAQ board needs to be carried out; however, the main signal processing issue is that 
the signal is not being able to sustain in time and rapidly gets decreased to the noise level. 
Although still unclear, this signal condition must be addressed through a new circuit 
design from Figure 4.2.2, in fact, in the future work section, a new element is proposed 
for this circuit, which is a voltage follower intended to stabilize the signal and preventing 
it from getting lost as capacitance in the sensor array. In summary, the conclusion is that 
the DAQ board second revision should not only be in terms of the ground and input 
connections, but also in terms of how provide stability for the signal generated by the 
sensor.  
 In terms of the sensor scope of providing a pressure map from the contact interaction 
between the bone and the patient specific instrumentation, is concluded that the prototype 
developed provides a significant difference in the output of the pressure map when the 
patient specific instrumentation is incorrectly pressed onto the bone surface, while 
properly resembling the patient specific instrument shape when pressed correctly. This is 
clearly appreciated in Figures 4.3.12 and 4.3.14, where two map pressures are shown as 
a result of the contact interaction of the bone and patient specific instrumentation. 
Moreover, by looking at these two surface plots, the shape of the patient specific 
instrumentation can be observed by Figure 4.3.12, whereas Figure 4.3.14 shows a 3D 
surface plot with no defined shape at all. This particular result is important as it leads to 
conclude the sensor developed can successfully determine the positioning of the 
instrument relative to the bone. As part of this scope verification, the contact interaction 
between the bone and the patient specific instrumentation was also evaluated through 
finite element computational analysis, where two result groups are provided: first is the 
electrical response of the experimental data relative to the electrical response predicted 
by the computational model, here an extremely high difference is found (4.4 times) and 
it can be attributed to the values recorded in the experiment, since those observations 
were actually peak values of the piezoelectric effect but the true steady signal could not 
have seen according to the experiment setup. Therefore, the conclusion left to consider is 
that there is not true evidence for comparing the results of the simulations relative to the 
experimental data, and is needed a more reliable signal acquisition system to fully 
validate the computational analysis. The second subgroup however, is the comparison 
between the Von Mises stress distribution of the piezo film in the FEA model with the 
normal stress distribution obtained in the 3D surface plot from Figure 4.3.12. Despite this 
surface plot was constructed by using the peak values observed by the experimental setup, 
the correction or calibration factor of 340 mV could have helped smoothing the values 
and enable a similar distribution with respect to the finite element analysis.  
Finally, upon these conclusions, the reader is encouraged to read a quick guideline for 
conducting the design change and lastly, several recommendations to consider regarding 
taking this research to the next level, in the future work section. 
 
5.2 Future work 
A quick reference guide to evaluate the design changes proposal is presented below, in order 
to provide a clear horizon on what things could be changed to achieve a new set of results 
from a reinforced designed: 
Piezoelectric film thickness: There are copolymers films with piezoelectric properties from 
companies such PIEZOTECH that offers thin layers of 12 µm, which would be interesting to 
evaluate in this application. Upon this change, finite element analysis must be performed 
again to compare results. 
Thickness reduction in other sensor layers: It would be valuable to examine copper thickness 
reduction since the electric charge is not expected to have a considerable high value. In 
addition, reduction of the width of the trace is also something interesting to evaluate, since it 
will provide higher resolution for the sensor and better results would be available.  
Pitch reduction or distance between the copper traces in the electrodes: there is not a number 
or equation to calculate an optimal pitch distance, but is definitely recommended to the 
decrease the current distance and gain some more insight on the pressure map.  
Data acquisition system second revision: The research efforts should also be concentrated on 
providing stability to the signal value and finally be able to read a sustainable value for the 
electrical response. Figure 5.2.1 illustrates a proposal on how redesign the DAQ board in 
order for this to happen. However, it is strongly recommended to run some circuit simulations 
or to build this circuit in a prototype board first, prior to have the second revision 
manufactured and soldered.  
 
 
Figure 5.2.1. Proposed DAQ block diagram to include voltage followers to each signal and remove the 
ground connections from the sensor inputs. 
 
Additionally, Figure 5.2.1 also includes removing the ground connections for the sensor 
inputs and the sensors are connected directly to the amplifiers, however, this arrangement 
would still need to collect the data in two steps: a first one for the columns, and a second one 
for the rows. Some sort of multiplexing would be worth it to examine, to understand if the 
inputs can be interchangeable between ground and actual live sensor connections. As a final 
closure to this thesis, some important considerations are discussed for further work relative 
to this research. When this project was originally conceived, the goal was to create a final 
released product or functional prototype. Now, after a final prototype has been successfully 
designed, manufactured, tested and partially debugged, there is still a very long way to go to 
close the gap between this prototype and a final market product. This is particularly more 
difficult since dealing with the medical device industry, which has very restrict regulations 
for all products under development and for all of those who try to place them in the market 
for human use.  
Under that consideration, it is necessary to address some of the challenges for this research 
to become a final use product. Assuming that upon all the implementations discussed earlier 
at the beginning of this section, the performance from the sensor is effectively enhanced, all 
the wiring in between the sensor and the DAQ system needs to be revised, since there is no 
actual possibility for the sensor and other components to get sterilized in order to be used in 
a controlled environment such as the operating room, which also needs a material analysis to 
verify the components are nor degraded because of an sterilization process. Beyond this, 
design controls should be addressed as per international regulation such as FDA and ISO-
13485, where design validations are performed in order to create a device history file that 
responds to the product design traceability. Consequently, manufacturing processes would 
need to be considered upon design validation and then the concept of process validation is 
also included in the equation, for instance, the packaging process to comply with regulatory 
affairs. Also, it must be determined whether or not clinical data is needed to provide 
functional evidence for the product submission. On top of these regulation related topics, 
further market investigations are part of the eventual further work and feedback from the 
surgeons and field agents is needed to close the gap between design output and true customer 
requirements, such as the operating room (OR) handling of the device.      
Despite it might be some more questions that need to be answered if a market lunch is being 
planned for this device, the above statement intends to provide a general guideline and a 
starting point to approximate or to guide further research on this topic. 
Way beyond this thesis scope, an automatic placing fixture could be thought for robotic 
placement of the patient specific instrumentation, equipped with pneumatic actuation to press 
the instrument onto the bone, with the correct electronic packaging for all the circuits and 
wiring, and with the sensor automatically sending a go/no-go flag when the surface generated 
actually resembles the expected correct placement of the instrument, and afterwards the 
drilling could also be performed by this automatic fixture, in the same robotic fashion. 
Actually, this system could potentially take the patient specific instrumentation to whole new 
level.  However, this is solely a nice to have though that is deep into the future. 
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Appendix A 
Determining Experimental Contact Force 
The experiment setup consisted on having an operator to manually place the instrument on 
to the bone surface and push with the amount of force needed to make sure the instrument 
was locked in position. The materials and equipment are listed in table below 
 
 MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT FOR EXPERIMENT SETUP 
Materials Manufacturer Model/Series No. Calibration date 
Patient Specific Instrument for tibia bone Wright Medical NA NA 
3D Printed Bone model of tibia bone Wright Medical NA NA 
Analytical Mass Balance  Precisa 2200C/68160 10-OCT-2014  
 
The experiment was conducted on June the 29th in 2015, approximately 8 months after the 
last registered calibration. However, the equipment is calibrated on yearly basis. Therefore, 
it was under calibrated parameters when used. Figures A1 and A2 below, show the calibration 
information regarding the analytical scale used during the experiment run. 
 
 
Figure A1. Calibration results from last registered calibration on October 10th 2014, a) general information 
and linearity test, b) repeatability and eccentricity tests. 
 
 
 
Figure A2. Calibration results from last registered calibration on October 10th 2014, a) general information 
and linearity test, b) repeatability and eccentricity tests. 
 
For each run, the operator removed the instrument and bone model and performed the 
instructions all over, for a total of 90 runs. All the readings taken from the scale were recorded 
on Table XIX, shown below.   
 EXPERIMENT RUNS AND RECORDS 
Run Order Reading value from mass balance (g) 
1 1018.62 
2 1118.29 
3 1011.29 
4 1060.74 
5 1026.89 
6 972.90 
7 1070.45 
8 925.37 
9 1222.05 
10 1035.02 
11 1065.82 
12 1070.86 
13 1005.60 
14 944.64 
15 986.76 
16 946.48 
17 901.64 
18 892.37 
19 1001.45 
20 817.68 
21 980.16 
22 1045.05 
23 931.54 
24 985.62 
25 978.65 
26 1020.18 
27 1026.37 
28 1108.37 
29 1080.54 
30 1015.61 
31 1007.10 
32 999.83 
33 1006.55 
34 975.50 
35 1108.53 
36 1020.15 
37 1049.35 
38 1007.40 
39 996.15 
40 970.45 
41 938.75 
Run Order Reading value from mass balance (g) 
42 1035.88 
43 1024.35 
44 1062.38 
45 1012.60 
46 1053.03 
47 1064.53 
48 1005.43 
49 1037.43 
50 1130.80 
51 1087.63 
52 1032.70 
53 1071.95 
54 1082.53 
55 1091.70 
56 1157.08 
57 1159.95 
58 1070.45 
59 1222.00 
60 1158.13 
61 1054.04 
62 1146.63 
63 964.66 
64 1036.70 
65 1017.75 
66 1091.27 
67 1246.05 
68 1151.00 
69 1265.95 
70 1170.88 
71 1117.29 
72 1023.06 
73 1004.37 
74 1153.01 
75 1172.53 
76 1084.55 
77 1001.00 
78 1063.84 
79 1097.10 
80 1054.57 
81 1190.00 
82 1151.72 
83 1038.93 
84 1130.47 
85 1077.06 
86 1196.81 
87 1174.55 
88 1172.66 
89 1168.69 
90 1180.42 
 
 
 
Appendix B 
Source Code for Arduino program 
/* 
  Data_Aqq 
  Data Acquisition Program for Arduino Coarse Reading 
 
  ITCR 
 
  modified Nov 2016 
  by Roy Araya & Marco Bedoya 
 */ 
 
  
 
int A = 0; // Digital input for large MUX1 S0 
int B = 0; // Digital input for large MUX1 S1  
int C = 0; // Digital input for large MUX1 S2 
int D = 0; // Digital input for large MUX1 S3 
int E = 0; // Digital input for large MUX2 S0 
int F = 0; // Digital input for large MUX2 S1 
int G = 0; // Digital input for large MUX2 S2 
int H = 0; // Digital input for large MUX2 S3 
 
 
int countpinA = 7; // count variable for selecting the Mux output for the columns of the sensor.  
int countpinB = 0; // count variable for selecting the Mux output for the rows of the sensor.  
int delta = 0; // Variable for comparing values higher than the desired read we want to have to start out the 
program.  
int state = 0; //State variable to separate stages of the program.   
int i = 0; //counter for columns 
int j = 0; //counter for rows 
int col = 0; 
int row = 0; 
int datacolumn[13]; //array for number of columns 
int datarow[13]; //Array for number of rows 
int datacombined[9][13]; //Combined 2D array for the rows and columns 
int bin [] = {0000, 1, 10, 11, 100, 0101, 0110, 0111, 1000, 01001, 01010, 01011, 01100, 11101, 01110, 
01111}; 
 
int flag = 0; 
 
 
void setup() { 
   
 
pinMode(22, OUTPUT); 
pinMode(23, OUTPUT); 
pinMode(24, OUTPUT); 
pinMode(25, OUTPUT); 
pinMode(26, OUTPUT); 
pinMode(27, OUTPUT); 
pinMode(28, OUTPUT); 
pinMode(29, OUTPUT); 
 
memset(datacolumn, 0, sizeof(datacolumn)); 
memset(datarow, 0, sizeof(datarow)); 
 
state = 0; 
 
Serial.begin(9600); //starting the serial port 
 
Serial.println("===================================================================
=\n"); 
 
} 
 
void loop() { 
 
  delta = analogRead(A0); 
  //Serial.print("Delta: "); //Lines needed for debugging if a misreading is encountered 
  //Serial.println(delta); //Lines needed for debugging if a misreading is encountered 
 
  //Serial.print("Estado ====> "); //Lines needed for debugging if a misreading is encountered 
  //Serial.println(state); //Lines needed for debugging if a misreading is encountered 
 
    //Estado 0 = The program is waiting a change in the signal for the reading to start 
  if (state == 0){       
    //Serial.println("ooooooooo_Estado_1_ooooooooooo"); //Lines needed for debugging if a misreading is 
encountered 
    if (delta > 800){  //Si la lectura del pin A0 es mayor a XXXXX se puede decir que ya se puede hacer la 
lectura       
      //Serial.println("========================================"); encountered 
      state = 1; //State is now changed to State 1 
    } 
  } 
 
  //Initial state to begin with the readings from the sensor 
  if (state == 1) { 
     
    for (i = 0; i < 9; i++) { 
 
      col = bin[countpinA]; 
       
      A = bitRead(col,0); //A0 and reads the farthest right bit from the binary equivalent number from the 
channel, for instance: if is channel 4, binary will be 100 
      B = bitRead(col,1); //A1 and reads the second bit from the right and so on... 
      C = bitRead(col,2); //A2 and reads the third bit from the right and so on... 
      D = bitRead(col,3); //A3 and reads the fourth bit from the right and so on... 
 
      //Here the variables are configured so the AnalogRead0 meets the corresponding column 
 
      digitalWrite(22, A); //combination of logic pins in the large MUX1 to open the door of the binary number 
+ 1.  
      digitalWrite(23, B); //combination of logic pins in the large MUX1 to open the door of the binary number 
+ 1.  
      digitalWrite(24, C); //combination of logic pins in the large MUX1 to open the door of the binary number 
+ 1.  
      digitalWrite(25, D); //combination of logic pins in the large MUX1 to open the door of the binary number 
+ 1.  
 
      //Here the column mux has been setup for the corresponding pin reading. 
 
      //Column Analog reading 
      datacolumn[i] = analogRead(A0); 
 
      countpinA = countpinA + 1; 
       
      for (j = 0; j < 13; j++) { 
 
        row = bin[countpinB]; 
 
        E = bitRead(row,0); //A0 for large MUX2 
        F = bitRead(row,1); //A1 for large MUX2 
        G = bitRead(row,2); //A2 for large MUX2 
        H = bitRead(row,3); //A3 for large MUX3 
        //Here the variables are configured so the AnalogRead1 meets the corresponding row 
        digitalWrite(26, E); 
        digitalWrite(27, F); 
        digitalWrite(28, G); 
        digitalWrite(29, H); 
        //Here the row mux has been setup accordingly to each pin reading. 
        //Row Analog reading 
        datarow[j] = analogRead(A1); 
 
        countpinB = countpinB + 1; 
         
        datacombined[i][j] = (datacolumn[i] + datarow[j])/2; 
         
        } 
    }     
    state = 2; 
  }  
 
  if (state == 2) { 
    for (j = 0; j < 13; j++) { 
      for (i = 0; i < 9; i++) { 
   
        Serial.print(datacombined[i][j]); 
        Serial.print(" \t");        
      } 
   
      Serial.println("\n"); 
    } 
      
Serial.println("===================================================================
="); 
    state = 3; 
   } 
     if (state == 3) { 
     
    } 
     
} 
Appendix C 
Data Acquisition Board Schematic, layout information and Bill of Materials 
(BOM) 
 
The PCB design for the data acquisition system was developed using Eagle 7.2.0 layout 
software. The schematic from where the layout was created is shown below in Figure C1. 
Also, the symbology and the bill of materials are also listed below. 
 SYMBOL DESCRIPTION FOR SCHEMATIC READING 
Symbol Description 
S#A#_NII# 
e.g. S1A1_NII1 
Sensor line # connected to amplifier # to the non-inverting input # (each amplifier 
has 4 non-inverting inputs) 
Sensor line1 connected to amplifier 1 to the non-inverting input 1 
GND Ground Connection 
R(even number) 2kΩ Metal Resistors +/-1% tolerance 
R (odd number) 10kΩ Metal Resistors +/-1% tolerance 
V+ Vcc = +5V 
V- Vee = -5V 
A#O# 
e.g. A1O3 
Amplifier number followed by output number (each amplifier has 4 outputs) 
e.g. Amplifier #1 Ouput#3 
A#II# 
e.g. A1II4 
Amplifier number followed by the inverted input pin number (each amplifier has 4 
inverted input pins) 
e.g. Amplifier #1 inverted input #4 
M#VD 
e.g. M1VD 
Multiplexer number output 
e.g. Multiplexer #1 output 
M#A0 
e.g. M2A0 
16 channel Multiplexer number address or selection pin A0, per manufacturer 
datasheet 
e.g. Multiplexer #2 address pin A0 
M#A1 16 channel Multiplexed number address or selection pin A1, per manufacturer 
datasheet 
M#A2 16 channel Multiplexed number address or selection pin A2, per manufacturer 
datasheet 
M#A3 16 channel Multiplexed number address or selection pin A3, per manufacturer 
datasheet 
Horizontal Inputs 17x1 male pin connectors with 0.1” pitch 
Vertical Inputs 25x1 male pin connectors with 0.1” pitch 
JP39 10x1 male pin connectors with 0.1” pitch 
J1 & J2 Female Jack connectors 2mm inner diameter  
C#  Non-polarized Capacitor number 
C12, C15, C13 and 
C14 
Polarized capacitors with corresponding capacitance values  
D# Diode number 
L7805 Positive voltage regulator 
L7905 Negative voltage regulator 
Probes 1x1 male pin headers for circuit verification (located at the lower left corner of the 
schematic) 
 
 BILL OF MATERIALS FOR DAQ BOARD LAYOUT  
Part Description Manufacturer Part Number Value Quantity 
4-1 rail-to-rail op amp Texas Instruments LMC6484 
CMOS 
NA 8 
CMOS analog 
multiplexers 
Maxim DG506A NA 2 
+/-1% Metal Resistors Multiple NA 2kΩ 22 
+/-1% Metal Resistors Multiple NA 10kΩ 22 
Ceramic capacitors Multiple NA 0.110 µF 6 
2:1 channel multiplexor Analog Devices AD8180 NA 2 
Male pin headers 0.1” 
pitch  
Pololu or equivalent NA NA 82 
2mm Female jack 
connectors 
CUI Inc or 
equivalent 
PJ-202A NA 2 
Diodes Multiple IN4004 NA 4 
Polarized capacitor Multiple NA 0.1 µF, 1.0 µF  or 1.1 
µF  
2 
Polarized capacitor Multiple NA 0.33 µF or 2.0 µF  2 
Positive voltage regulator ST L7805 5V 1 
Negative voltage regulator ST L7905 5V 1 
 
 
Figure C1. DAQ Board schematic image.  
